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Frank White
Passes Away

E.C.Jones
Succumbs
On Tuesday

Vol. tXXXX No. 226

KMA Nominates Dr.
John (luminous
As Presidentilect

Flank M. White, formerly of
Murray, died Monday at 5:02
p.m. at the General Hospital,
St. Petersburg, Fla. He was 82
years of age and his death followed an illness of three weeks.
The deceased was a member
the
Clearview
Baptist
of
Church, St Petersburg, Fla.

E. C. (Ernest) Jones, retired
prominent insurance man of
Murray and Calloway County,
passed away Tuesday at 2:30
p.m. at the Westview Nursing
Home.
He was 81 years of age and
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
his death followed an extended
Docia White. two sons, 011ie
House of Delegates usually is
illness. He was the last survivLOUISVILLE, Ky. (UPI) — tantamount to election.
James White and Marion White,
ing child of a family of eight
Dr. John C. Quertermous, of
Dr. John C. Guertene
six grandchildren, and eight
Dr. Walter L. Cawood, of Ashchildren. He was born June 10,
Murray, was expected to win land, takes over tonight as pregreat grandchildren, all of St.
1888, to the late J. William
approval of the Kentucky Med- sident of the 2,360-physician or
Petersburg, Fla
Jones and Ellen McKee' Jones.
ical Association's KMA Howie ganization for the coming year
His brothers and sisters were
of Delegates tonight as presi- He succeeds Dr. Henry B. AsFuneral seireices will be held
the late Dr. Cody H. Jones,
dent-elect of the organization. man, of Louisville.
Thursday at one p.m. at the
CINCINNATI tie( — Four
Corned Jones, Pleas Jones, Ed
He was nominated Tuesday
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Dr. Quertermous is a delapersons were shot and killed at, the group's 116th annual
Jones, Jim Peters, Mrs. Ellen
Funeral Home with Rev. Wilgate
from the KMA to the
today in a holdup at "he meeting here. Dr. Quertermous
Blalock, and
Mrs. Melissa
liam R. Whitlow and Rev. James
Supreme Savings and had skipped the nominating American Medical Association
Cabinet
Workman.
Bean officiating.
and has been chairman of the
Loan Association in suburban session to play golf.
Mr. Jones was commended
state organization's legislative
reported.
Hills,
police
Delhi
There is a remote possibility committee.
by the Commonwealth Life InActive pallbearers will be
Police said three men and of nominations from the floor
surance Company for service of
Gordon Crouch, Otto Chester,
In his outgoing address, Dr.
woman, who drove an "old tonight, but nomination by the
Pictured are members of the Human Relations panel with officers of the Murray
fifty years with the company.
Luck Burt James Fain, Hugh a
Asman told the physicians that
part
in
the
holdcar,"
took
on
Monday.
at
the
the
club
program
general
meeting
of
the
Woman's Club who presented
He had been associated with
Foster, and Hilton Williams.
Medicaid could be improved by
up. Police said all were armLeft to right — Rev. William M. Porter, Rev. Stephen Wink, Dennis Jackson, David Willis,
the Murray Insurance Agency
Honorary pallbearers will be
contracting with a private agened and dangerous."
since March 1944 before his Mrs. Don Keller, Mrs. Bethel Richardson, and Sid Easley.
F. B. Crouch, H. H. Hutson, B.
cy for its administration.
retirement but he had been in
B. Boyd, Clifton Key, Marion
He said such a recommendathe insurance business since
Mathews, William Kimbro, and
tion had been made to Gov.
a
mem1921.
He
was
*Minnie Jones. all members of
The case of Murray Water Louie B. Nunn.
ber of the Woodrnen of the
the Adult Sunday School Class
Dr. Sidney Cohen, chief of
District
No. 2 vs. Bailey and
World, the First Baptist Church,
si_the_Saleene_lieektist Church.
the National Institute of Mental
heard
BS1nefl1i-being
Bertht
end of the Herbert M. Perry
in Calloway Circuit Court to- Health's center for the studies
Sunday School Class of t he
Burial will be in the Salem
of narcotics and drug abuse,
A one car accident occurred
day.
church.
with
the
arrangeTuesday at 716 a.m. on Hickory Cemetery
told the KMA- Tuesday that exoffice
of
at
the
Personnel
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Drive in front of the home of ments by the J. H. Churchill
Circuit Court Clerk James H. periments with LSD should conMaude Jones of 108 South 10th
"Human Relations in Mura- er said, " we must believe in Dr. Stanford Hendrickson, ac- Funeral Home where friends
Blalock said the case concerns tinue.
Street, Murray; one daughter, ray" yea.s the topic of a panel the brotherhood of man."
cording to the report filed by may call.
The use of LSD is banned exproperty damage:
The fink weaker, David Wil- the officers of the Murray Po
Mrs. J. C. (Irene) Calhoun of discussion conducted Monday
cept in research projects which
Monday
the
case
of
Darrell
raised
lis,
a
native
of
Murray,
Evansville, Ind.; one son, Rev. evening at the Murray Woman's
lice Department.
Shoemaker vs. Ned Smith con- have federal approval.
J Bill Jones of Princeton; six Club at the organization's first and educated in the Douglas
By WILLIAM B. MEAD
Jackie Lee Bray, driving a
Dr. Cohen said it has been
cerning a cattle purchase was
grandchildren, William Denny general meeting of the new community, now chairman of 1954 Chevrolet two door owned
WASHINGTON (UPI) — Sen.
scheduled to be heard. Smith found helpful in the treatment
the Douglas Civic Improvement
Jones, Mary Kathryn Jones, and club year.
Robert P. Griffin, R-Mich., tappby Fred Bray of Hazel, was gowas unable to be present due of childhood autism and alcoSuzanne Jones of Princeton, Rev. William M. Porter, pas- League and a member of the ing north on Hickory Drive and
ed for the Senate Judiciary
local
Farless,
Corbit
to
illness in his family and the holism and makes dying more
Mrs.
Larry Calhoun, James Calhoun, tor of the First Christian Chur- Human Relations Group, dis- lost control of his car, accordCommittee partly to provide a
Women
Church
the
pres.dent of
case was rescheduled for Octo- acceptable in cases of terminal
end Steven Calhoun of Evans- ch in Murray and secretary of cussed the basic problem of the ing to the police report.
sure vote for Supreme Court
cancer.
United, has announced that
ber 9.
local Negro, employment.
ville, Ind.
nominee Clement F. Haynsthe local Human Relations DisDamage was reported to the
research
adCrane,
Leslie
Mrs.
second
member
of
the
The
Funeral services will be held cussion Group, served as modworth, backed off today and inright front of the Bray car and
on poverty for the PresThursday at three p.m. at the erator of the panel. He announ- panel was Dennis Jackson, also to the driveway and yard of the •
dicated he might vote against
Church
conUSA,
will
byterian
chapel of the J. H. Churchill ced that the subject of the pan- a native of Murray, who was Hendrickson home.
confirmation.
duct a workshop on the proFuneral Home with Dr. H. C. el discussion would be the con- educated at Douglas, became a
"I'm re-evaluating the situaarea
the
hunger
at
of
blem
State,
at
Murray
football
star
Chiles officiating.
tion," Griffin told newsmen afdition of the Negro in the local
at
the
CWU
the
meeting
of
at
Paduand
is
now
a
teacher
Interment will be in the Slur- community, what he wants,
ter questioning Haynsworth.
Kealake Hotel on Tuesday, SepCemetery with the arrange- what he finds, and the attitude cah Tilghman High School. A
"I'm going to reserve final judg!improveteeauer 30.
by the J. H. Churchill of the white man toward him. member of the °hie
ment."
Reentration will begin at
Funeral Home where friends "If we are to believe in the ment League of the Douglas
Most observers, however, excommunity and the Human ReThe funeral for Burdis Ca- 9-45 a ni The session will open pected Haynsworth to win apBy STEVE GERSTEL
sides Baker were Sens, James
may call.
fatherhood of God," Rev Portlations Group, MT. Jackson re- this was held this morn- at ten a. in. and close at three proval handily, barring any unWASHINGTON IVPIJ — Senate B. Pearson of Kansas, Charles
ferred to "tokenism" in Murray. ing at eleven o'clock at the p. m. Persians who wish to at- expected disclosures. There are Republicans today chose Sen H. Percy of Illinois and Robert
The black citizen, Jackson chapel of the Max H. Chur- tend are asked to call Mrs.
still 20 witnesses to be heard. Hugh Scott of Pennsylvania over P. Griffin of Michigan.
said, did not wank sympathy; chill Funeral Home with Rev. Farless at 753-8190 or Mrs. LilThe ScottsBaker confrontation
Some potential GOP opposi- Sen. Howard H. Baker Jr. o
lian Graves. CWU secretary,
he wanted understanding. He Otis Jones officiating.
Tennessee as their new floo was a clash between age and
tion
appeared
to
be
melting.
wanted to be accepted as a huPallbearers were Bill Hooks, 753-8190, on or before Thurs- Sen. Marlow W. Cook, R-Ky., leader succeeding the late Ev- youth, experience and inexperman being and to be given love Bill Gullion, Clyde Brawls, day, September 25.
ience, the liberal and conservesaid Tuesday the conflict of in- erett M. Dirksen.
and respect. Murray, he felt, Marvin Randolph, Glenn HigAt a closed meeting of the
terest allegations against Hayns(Continued on Page Six)
continued to repress its black gins, and Doug Cathis. Burial
worth were so thin they could 43 Republican senators, the 68
members, who make up a little was in the Matheny Cemetery
lead to unrealistic ethical stan- year-old Scott was chosen to
munists' fight vowed the bat- over five per cent of its popu- in Trigg County with the arBy WALTER WHITEHEAD
dards "no nominee to the Sup- serve as Republican leader at
tle
would
continue
until
all
SAIGON (UPI) — The U. S.
lation.
rangements by the Max H.
reme Court could ever hope to least until January, 1971.
Command said today it turned U.S. troops are withdrawn from
Sid Easley, local attorney, and Churchill Funeral Home.
It was the first time that
meet." Only one day earlier
loose its biggest bombers and Vietnam.
a member of the Christian ComCathis, age 62, died Saturday
GOP Senate has elected a so"I
have
some
serCook
said:
It was 24 years ago Tuesday mittee of Social Concerns, pointnaval guns on targets inside
called liberal-moderate as leadat a Cleveland, Ohio, hospital. by Dr. James P. Woodard
and just below the Demilitaris- that the French reoccupied ed to a need of change of white
The Department of Music of ious reservations in my own er.
Brunswick
mind
about
the
ed Zone DMZ in attacks on Vietnam after World War 11, attitudes. There is much talk
Murray State University preScott defeated the 43-year-old
reclaming what the Japanese about additional education for
Communist troops and guns.
sented Miss Rae Shannon of case . ."
Baker, candidate of the conger
the
late
Sen.
Griffin
took
had captured during the war. the black man, but there is also
Paris, Tennessee in a piano revative bloc an.d the young turks, The Murray Lions Club held
B52 bombers and the U. S. The guerrillas say their fight
a need for additional education
cital on Tuesday evening. Miss Everett M. Dirksen's judiciary by a 24-19 margin
Cruiser Boston unleashed their against the French began that
at
the
committee
seat
last
week
its regular meeting Tuesday
for the white man, insofar as
Shannon has,
on several occasLeaves Vacancy
fury Tuesday, the day the Vietnight at the Murray Woman's
day.
his attitudes are concerned.
Sing- ions performed in concert with quiet urging of Atty. Gen. John
County
eacanacy
Calloway
left
a
The
election
The
namese Communists mark as
U. S. headquarters reported
The last speaker of the even- ing Convention will be held at Allison Nelson, taking the N. Mitchell, who wanted to in the post of assistant Republi- Club House with president, Z.
the 24th anniversary of their
make sure the committee and
C. Enix presiding.
light and scattered ground
the Bethel United Methodist place of the late Harry Neal.
leader which Scott held.
war of liberation.
the Senate would confirm Pre- can
President Enix, George Lig(Continued on Page Six)
fighting Tuesday and today aChurch on Sunday, September Mr. Neal was formerly a memno indication how
was
There
sident Nixon's nomination of
Castle Parker gave
The USS Boston hurled shells cross South Vietnam:
ber of the duo-piano team of
28, at 1:30 p. m.
Republicans would on and Dr.
the
soon
Haynsworth. Griffin, who starta report on the Lions InternaFor the third successive night
into the southern DMZ from
vacancy.
Dwane Jones, president, and Nelson and Neal. On Sunday,
new
that
vote to fill
ed and led the successful fight
tional Convention they attendthe South China Se-a, silencing Tuesday, U.S. Navy patrol boat
John Harvey Perkins, secretary, Miss Shannon will participate
Baker was among the possiagainst
Senate
confirmation
of
ed earlier this year in Tokyo,
a North Vietnamese mortar crews reported catching Comurge all singers and listeners in the Van Cliburn competition
bilities for election as whip
Abe Fortas as Chief Justice last
Japan.
team that had been shelling munist troops fording the Saito attend this special event.
in Dallas, Texas.
when that job is filled.
year, had anonunced he proDr. Parker showed a number
South Vietnamese troops just gon River. Fourteen guerrillas
Miss Shannon began her conThe meeting to choose a sucbably
would
support
Haynsinteresting slides he took
of
south of the zone, the announce- were reported killed.
cert With the Scarlatti "Sonata
cessor to Dirksen, who died
worth.
Tokyo and the
It brought to 56 the number
Dr. Samuel R. Dodson, Jr.,
ment said.
in G minor" which she performSept. 7, lasted about an hour while visiting
Griffin said in the interview
surrounding area. During the
Three waves of B52 bombers of Viet Cong or North Vietna- will speak on "Greece: My Imand a half.
ed with taste and with the artidropped 300 tons of bombs mese troops slain while cross- pressions After Three Years" at
culation so necessary for the he believed Haynsworth's partiAmong the possibilities be- showing of the slides he played
cipation
in
a
minor
case
benea taype he recorded at the Ining
of
the
Zeta
Departthe
strip.
the
river
33
miles
norththe
meeting
a
mile
of
within
Pentecostal music of Scarlatti. In the difUnited
The
ternational Night of the Lions
Broadcasts frotn Hanoi mark- west of Saigon. No American ment of the Murray Woman's Church at 310 Ii-van Street will ficult Chopin "Etude in A min- fitting Brunswick Corp. showConvention. International Night
ing the anniversary of the Corn. losses were reported in t he Club to be held Thursday, Sep- have a special service on Fri- or" and the Liszt "Transcend- ed "a technical disregard" for
a judicial canon of ethics.
is a regular feature of the anboat raida.
tember 25, at 7:30 p.m. at the
ental
Etudes"
which
followed,
day, September 26, at 7:30 p.m.
"So
far
as
canons
of
ethics
nual convention and honors the
There was no immediate in- club house.
Rev. Manuel Tharp will be Miss Shannon revealed a skilled go, the people want a strict Dear Mr. Williams:
incoming president of Lions Indication whether the Communtechnique
and
controlled
musiThe speaker is a native of the guest speaker. The public
constructionist," Griffin told
In the 30 Aug. 69 issue I ternational and features high
ist troops had intended to atcality.
is invited to attend.
noticed an article concerning quality entertainment.
tack Saigon but a terrorist bomb Columbia, Tenn. He is a gradVaned Proms latersatleaal
In the second part of the pro- Haynsworth Tuesday.
The canon requires judges to the purposed four-laning of
President Enix and George
exploded in the city's Central uate of the Vanderbilt Univergram, the lyric second moveFELLOWSHIP DINNER
Market this morning, killing sity and Yale Divinity School.
ment of the Schubert "Sonata avoid eases involving firms in Main Street. Some people seem- Ligon each gave an account if
Occasional rain in east and a one civilian. The terrorist es- He has served churches in midin A minor" proved especially which they hold an interest. ed te-be concerned about what their trip and related their imA fellowship dinner for all
dle Tennessee and Calvary Meslight chance of min in west caped.
pleasing. This was followed by Haynsworth testified Tuesday to do with existing water, gas, pressions and observations of
ending this morning. DecreasSunday night, the American thodist in Nashville, Tenn., be- Master Masons and their wives the Debussy "Poisson D'Or", he joined two other judges on and sewer lines. During my the Japanese people and the
ing cloudiness this afternoon. boat patrols killed 25 Viet fore going to St. Andrews will be held at the Southside with the Dello Joio "Capriccio" the 4th US. Circuit Court of tour here in Germany I have country.
Partly cloudy tonight and Gong and Monday night another American Church in Athens, Restaurant on Thursday, Sep providing a
Appeals Nov. 10 in deciding a noticed that all utilities includGary Pugh, Co-chairman of
brilliant conclusion.
Thursday. Cooler in most places 17, according to command re- Greece, for three years. He has tember 25, at 6:30 p. m.
This concert by Miss Shann- case in favor of Braunswick ing electrical lines are laid un- the annual Lions Light Bulb
been pastor of the First United
today and tonight. Slightly war- ports.
der the pavement. I am not say- Sale said the sale would be
on was the first in a series of Come
mer Thursday. High today most
Six weeks later, acting on a ing that this is the solution but held this year on October 28.
Headquarters listed two other Methodist Church in Murray
prosrams by both local and viasince 1968.
y in the 70s. Low tonight mostHe said the bulbs had already
King artists to be presented broker's advice, he bought ;16,- it is an idea.
(Continued on Peg, Stx)
in the 50s. High Thursday in
I would also like to tell you been ordered and expressed the
Officers of the Zeta Departduring the coming year at Mur- 000 worth of Brunswick stock
the upper 70s to near 80. Wind
ment are Mrs. June Smith,
ray State University by the De- He said he then discovered the how much better the new sys- hope that the sale would again
northerly 9 to 14 miles per
formal ruling on the case had tem of mailing the papers is. be a big success. Proceeds from
chairman, Mrs. James R. Weapartment of Music.
hour today and north to northbeen neither filed nor announc- When using the old way, roll- the sale are used in the Lions
therly,
vice-chairman,
Mrs.
east 4 to 8 miles per hour toed.
ed, by the time I received the sight conservation projects and
Blackwood. secretary;
NAMES OMITTED
Ruth
night. Probability of measurBut the case was small and paper it was almost too wrinkl- other community needs. Pugh
McReynolde,
Mrs.
Ace
treasurable rain 80 per cent in east Mr. Jim Williams, Editor
Ila Douglas and Ralph Mar; noncontroversial, he told Grif- ed up to read. Now the paper pointed out that much geed is
er.
and 20 per cent or less in west The Ledger & Times
ris also attended the Kentucky fin, and "it would have been a arrives just as it rolls off the derived from the money spent
The
program
committee
is
this morning. Friday mostly N 4th Street
Grand York Rite Sessions held purely futile action" to disquali- nress Keep up the good work. on these projects and said he
composed of Mesdames Weathcloudy with a chance of show- Murray, Kentucky 42071
was confident the local club
in Louisville September 14-17 fy himsel fand order a new
erly, Gaylord Forrest, Frank
it-enthused on Page Six)
erg and mild.
would receive the same support
Their names were omitted in hearing with new judges.
Kane, Donald Jones, and A. J.
Dear Mr Williams,
from the community they had
the account of the session in
Kipp. Mrs. Charles Shuffett is
LAKE DATA
in the past.
CITED
FIVE
Tuesday's
leinance
Ledger
di
chairman,
Mrs.
Jack
Times
As a resident of Murray and
Kentucky Lake: 7 a.m. 355.3,
OVERHEATED DRYER
A. R. Hatcher of the Bank of
Bailey, publicity chairman, and
an
employee
within
the
city
I
down 0.3; below dam 303.2, up
APORTANT MEETING
Mrs. Maurice Ryan, civic chairFive persons were cited by Murray and Dsnald Baker of
realize
that
the
city
of
Murray
1.6, no gates open.
The Murray Fire Department the Murray Police Department the Murray State University ac.
There will be a business meetneeds additional revenue. How- man.
Barkley Lake: 7 a.m. 355.4,
was
called to the home of Lar- yesterday and last night. They counting faculty were intro
Members
-of
the
telephone
ing
of
the
New
RidProvidence,
ever, we are still faced with
down 0.3; below dam 303.8, up
ing Club on Sunday, Sepfem. ry Parks, 1123 Circarama Drive, were one for driving while in duced as new members by Re
the problem of how to best committee are Miss Vivian
1.5.
p.m. 'The toxicated, two for reckless any Thompson. Finis Griffith le
ber 28 at 3:30 p.m., at the pees on Tuesday at
raise this revnue. In the article Hale, Miss Louise Lamb, MesSunrise 6:48; sunset 6:51.
This is a very important meet- fire was from an overheated ing, one for public drunkenness as his guest his nephew, Ht
in your paper on September 9, dames Max Beale, Franklin
Moon set 5:15 a.m.
Fitch, Eugene Flood, Robert
ing and all members, are urged dryer and was out on arrival of and one for reckless driving and Griffith, a student at MU/
State.
the firemen.
Paige
Six)
(Continued
on
Dr.
Samuel
R.
Dodson,
Jr.
Huie,
and
S.
M.
Matarraso.
unnecessary noise.
to he present
aummemiemmillmmommEml
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Property Damage
Case Now In Court

Car Accident
'Human Relations In Murray', One
Occurs On Tuesday_
Program For Wiimin's

G_.‘ fin _May
Change Vote,
Haynsworth

Workshop Planned
By Church Women

Republicans Pick Hugh Scott
Floor Leader This Morning

Rites Held Today
For Burdis Cathis

U.S. Bombers and Naval Guns
Pound Demilitarized Zone

Miss Rae Shannon
Presented Here
In Piano Recital

Lions Club
Holds Meet

Singing Convention
Will Be On Sunday

Zeta Department To
Hear Dr. Dodson At
Thursday Meeting

Pentecostal Church
Plans For Service

!Letter To Editor!
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They Fight For Profit And Also Fun?

WEDNESDAY — SEPTEMBER 24, 1969

Wall Street
Chatter

By CARL H. GILES
gan carried an Army .45 in an
Written Especially for Central
open holster, butt forwar
NEW YORK (UPI)—Small
d,
Press and This Newspaper
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising,
cocked with a shell in the cham- wonder that
Letters to the Editor,
stock and bond
SOLDIERS OF FORTUNE
or Public Voice items which, in our opinio
ber. He merely had to
n, ,.re not for the be
drop markets are performing in a
are the most idolized -adventurbaterest of our readers.
his hand in draw, letting
ers. They are the most revered
his lackluster
manner with the
little finger fall on the trigger
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALL
.
ACE WMIHR CO., INS and most romantic fighting
It was not safe to be around statistical readings on the state
Madison Ave., Memphis, Tenn.; Time &
Life Bldg., New York. N.Y. men. No coup or revolution can
of the economy as bewildering
him when a jeep backfired
Inepheneon Bldg., Detroit, Mich.
do without them.
or as
ever, Alexander Hamilton
someone coughed, according
to
They
are independent oneMitered at the Poet Office, Murray, Kentuc
Institute says. The firm notes
his guerrilla comrades.
ky, for transmieshon
man armies. Their profession
Second Class Matter
American adventurers are al- that housing starts and indushas never been more lucrative
ways held in esteem. Ex-GIs, trial production are down, but
SUBJSCIPTION RATES: By Carrier
in Murray, per week 350, per and dangerous. Employment opespecially Green Berets or
Month $1.52. In Calloway and adjoin
other funds for business expansion
ing counties, per year, PM; portunities echo with every
super-soldier types, have train- continue in strong deman and
Zones 1 & 2, $13.00; Elsewhere $18.00.
reeUlu
d
tionar
y
shot.
And
they
All service subscriptions $11.00ing superior to all others.
shoot on either side usually, deBeing interest rates are resuming
"
able
The Outstanding Civics Mast of a Cerani
to read and write are big their upward
pending on the highest bid for
nnity is the
trend.
assets also.
Integrity et its Newspaper"
their talents.
--"The
peasan
ts
in
these revo"A soldier of fortune," acToday's stock market "is a
lutionary countries are
cording to the dictionary definigener- schizoid market in which the
ally
illiter
ate,"
WEDNESDAY — SEPTEMBER 24, 1969
a Miami based
tion, "is one who follows a miliaverages no longer mirror the
soldier of fortune said
tary career wherever there is
recently.
"They
have no understanding relentless climb of revolutionaa promise of profit, adventure,
ry industries which are solving
or knowledge of moder
or pleasure."
n warfare. They must be traine
the
problems of fossilized
Hundreds of soldiers of ford how
to operate and maintain
of the economy,"
tune—many of them Americans
compli- bulwarks
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
cated weapons."
according to Gould's Position.
—are fighting all over the world
• • •
The firm says the annual
right now. Several French adRANK in these instan
venturers fought for the Viet
t ar- summer rally, which never
UNITED NATIONS -bThe prime minister of the Sudan, talking Cong
mies
depend
Willia
m /demon
s on whether one is showed in the averag
in Vietham. Many of them
es, is over
Castro had him shot in Cuba. with the "ins" or
about the negative role the United States allegedly plays in the were veterans of
"outs." His now and, on the basis of the
Dien Bien Phu
skills have a price. Most
quest for peace:
who were ousted in 1954 and words from World
sol- averages, "vay-dyed pessimists
War II.
diers of fortune will not
"Present day Israel is a colony of aliens supported by world returned to the conflict as
settle will begin to talk as
merThe Frenchmen live in an- for less
if it never
than an appointment as
zionism and nurtured by the United States of America and its cenaries.
other hotel. Although it is quite
happened."
captain.
• • •
imperialist satellites."
plush, they don't dress for the
--Part of their dashing drama
SCORES of
British
and decor of the ultra-modern buildBusinessmen are not overly
PARIS - A North Vietnamese delegate to the Paris peace French soldiers of fortune--and ing. They stay with the wrin- is an act. Flashy attire, many
of them say, impresses the
concerned about the anticipated
one American, reportedly---are kled shorts
revtalks:
and sweaty shirts. olution
slowdo
aries.
wn
in business and
The
fighti
more
ng
with
of
a
the
Biaf
nonran
army But they live well. The cuisine
"If
Nixon administration sticks to its illusion of gaining
conformist
a position of strength on the battlefield and at the conference against Nigeria. Most of them is expensive. Meals in the eve- better. Fancyclothing-wise, the expect it to be of short
are
boots, hats, novel duration, followed by a strong
table, it obdurately prolongs the war of aggression in South formepilots. They fly from two ning cost $20 and up, but they firearms, and
expensive gear pickup in activity later in 1970,
r French colonies. Gabon can afford them
easily.
Vietnam and cannot avoid still heavier defeats."
command respect, particu
and the Ivory Coast.
* • •
larly Lionel D. Edie & Co., Inc. says.
from
the
African and Latin The firm says
Almost every aftern
ONE OF the most renowned
the chances of a
WASHINGTON - Sen. J. William Fulbright, blasting the Nixon they have done for oon, as
American armies.
many American soldiers of fortune
recession "have diminished
Dramatic titles help, too.
administration's decision to go ahead with the controversial months, three or four aging
The
was William Morgan, a former
considerably."
Latins take great pride
supersonic transport SST program:
DC-3s or 4s will leave the palm- paratrooper
in drafrom Toledo. While matic
names. "Phantoms of the
"The administration talks about saving money, and then decides lined strip near Libreville, Ga- Castro was trying
to conquer
It is becoming increasingly
to allocate huge sums of money for this plane. And to make it bon's capital. They ferry In Batista in Cuba. Morgan became Mountains" or "Tigers" help
build morale.
likely that the worst of the 1968guns.
ammun
ition and supplies. chief of staff
a matter of prestige represents the worst form of vanity."
of the revolution- ' Some
adventurers make con- 69 market decline has passed,
The 900-mile roundtrip to Bi- aries
operationg in the famed tact with
revolutionaries in the but the consolidation period
COLUMBUS, Ohio - A vice squad detective, after he arrested afra takes them about six hours. Escambray Mountains. Shortly United
States. Miami and New could still_ have a long veay to
pilot
The
advent
urers
refieet
-afterCastro tocik ;wet% Morgan
a 69-year-old woman for j prostitution, after-313—comp1aints were
ork invariably have
the different images of the sol- turned
several
against him.
lodged against her: ______.
exiled Spanish type
dier of fortune. The middleresiding
He fled to the hills with some behind
"It's the oddest arrest I've ever gotten."
estate fences. Newsp
aged RAF pilots project the of
ahis loyal troops, but he was pers
report regimes in
neat but casual appearance. captur
danger
ed within- weeks and died of
toppling almost daily.
Their neatly trimmed beards
before a firing squad. Morgan
Tropical heat, rum,
and mustaches belie their coolwomen.
carried his sidearm in a novel and
money wait for advent
ness under combat conditions.
ur, makiner.
ers.
They
Their slang: is smac,yied with I
just have to fight for
The husky, mustachioed Mor- themLEDGER & TIMES FILE
or sometimes die trying
JAMES C WILLIAMS, PUBLISH

go, Standard & Poor's says. But full deployment of reserves,
the
the heavy tax selling that is firm adds.
probably ahead does not permit
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Today thru Sat.
*ENDS

TONITE*
* William Holden
* Ernest Borgnine
* Robert Ryan

"SECRET CEREMONY"

Thur. - Fri. - Sat.

- in -

-Ufa—
Zjilli

i

SUGGESTED FOR
MATURE AUDIENCES

COLLEGE CLEANERS
1411 Olive Blvd.
— FREE PICKUP and DELI
VERY —
Truly Fine Cleaning
Phone 753-3452

*

Executive Shirt Service

They had to keep
their hands off Girls
to keep the Army's
hands off them!

Water Bumper to Prevent Car Damage?

HELMET SAVES LIFE Marine
Pfc. Jerry W. Garner, 19.
Guntown. Miss., z; machine
gunner attached to "F" Company. 2nd Btn.. 1st Marine
Rgt.. wears the helmet, that
saved his life during an assault on an enemy position
10 miles south a Da Nang.
South Vietnani

120 Years Ago Today
IlaiDfilla A TIMES FILE

* Murray State College officials said today an invitation has
teen accepted from the A'Clothing Bowl" committee to be host
'team at the first annual bowl football game to be played at the
'mew Memorial Stadium in Mayfield November 26 or December

Is he?
I"
KEVIN COUGHLIN

'(.0r

isn't he'

ME cif).DECEIVERS
L ARM(.551.

Coming Oct.

BOHN /AI Ilk NOY

*****

i;•;"4"••

"Midnight Cowboy"

John Blake thought safety belts
were a drag.

! Superior blocking and running did much last night to account
'for the 26.0 final tally insuring victory for the Murray High Tigers

In their game against Morganfield.

"William Thomas Jeffrey should make a good advertising
:salesman. He has made a good showing on the Murray High School Ker-smashl A passenger car collides with a taxi cli 30 miles an
hour—and all that happens is a shower
*taper, "The Tiger", from the column, "Seen & Heard Around of water. No dents, no scratches, no injuries. This a demons
tration in Sacramento Calif.
-Murray".
By JAMES NEVIN MILLER
the manufacturer who points
71 The annual picnic of the Western Kentucky Stages was held
Central Press Association Corresponden
t
out: "One person every 10 minl'hursclay night at Paris Landing.
SACRAMENTO, Calif.- -If your car
has to stop

suddenly and utes is killed on our highways.
another car strikes violently into its rear
bumper, imagine your One person every 17 second
s is
surprise if this situation develops: instea
d of a damaged fender Injured on the
roads. One veand an injury to you, all that happens is
'that a stream of water hicle every 1 1i second
s is inpops out of your bumper and your car remain
s without a scratch volved in an accident,
which
or dent.
amounts to one out of every
This safety situation may soon be within
the reach of every four cars each year.••
motorist, thanks to a "water bumper"
developed here and now
The manufacturer also says:
said to be thoroughly tested in passenger
cars and commercial "72 per cent of all auto
accivehicles from coast to coast.
dents occur below 30 miles per
Manufactured here and at Sausalito,
just north of San Fran- hour; and 68 per cent
' Neither by the blood of goats and calves, but by his own blood cisco, the new safety device
of all of
is accurately bolted to a firm
backup them Involve rear-end collike entered in once into the holy place, having obtained eternal plate fitted to a vehicle. The car's origina
l chrome bumpers are sions."
redemption for us. — Hebrews 9:12.
no longer needed.
• • •
The forgiveness of sins is never a light matter and can be
Here's how the hydraulic bumper works:
upon collision the
BASIC
idea
for the safety dewater load, contained in chambers equipp
achieved only by the giving of life itself.
ed with a number of vice was originated in
1963
plugs or orifices, is automaticalwhen John Rich of Sacramento,
ly popped out of the plugs, up to 15 gallons for commercial
concerned about a forecast of
thereby cushioning the impact. vehicles. There is said to he very
hundreds of week - end traffic
One of many advantages of little additional weight.
Health msurance benefits
benefits during 1968, according
deaths. saw a news story relatInstall
the
device
ation
,
in
takes
case
of
a
less than an mg an
collision,
NEW YORK (UPI)
Insur- to the Health Insurance Institute.
accident at the auto
hour. The bumpers are made
of races at Bonneville Salt Flats
ance companies paid a record Ten years eadiet, the recoil] Is said to be the material reduc- a
in
flexible vinyl plastic which
tion of whiplash injuries (to
Utah.
$6.7 billion in health insurance was $2.6 billion.
the neck) which are both pain- can be molded into the shape
Craig Breedlove, driving the
desired, This "permits design Or
ful and costly to treat.
"Spirit of America," in a try to
• • •
energy absorbing devices'
in break the world speed
record,
IN ADDITION the bumper is forms which are attractive as
had veered out of control across
said to be perfectly practical for well as providing protection to
the salt flats, having attained a
pushing, prevents scratching the motorist."
speed In excess of 500 niiles per
Each bumper "can be hit inand denting, saves towing, or
hour.
possible hitchhiking to a service definitely in typical low speed
After shearing off a telephone
station, and makes parking a collisions without damage to It;
pleasure since it offers leas just replace water after im- pole. Breedlove's braking and
steering efforts failed and he
chance of another car doing big pact,"
plummeted over an embankdamage to your rear or front
• • •
ment into the Great Salt Lake
bumper.
TEST results show, according
at a speed of 210 mph. Although
Size and shape of the bumper to th* .manufacturer,
that the Breedlove plunged into 18 feet
is governed by the vehicle to safety device "has
proven itself of water, he
escaped unhurt.
which it is attached. Bumpers In over 1,000 accidents.
ranging
The story of the dramatic acare available for cars ranging from 5 to A2 miles per
bra'r im- cident and the absence
of physiin size from Volkswagens to pact speeds, each time
eliminattransit buses.
ing damage and injury. or mini- cal injury demonstrated the
cushioning effect of water. It
Water content in each size mizing these accide
nt results." is this cushio
ning effect which
varies between four and seven
The nation-wide need for Rich and
his associates have apgallons for passenger cars and safety
bumpers is stressed by plied to their safety
bumper.

Silible Thoughtfor Today

sue evening stars are Mercury, Mars and
iter.
On this day in istory:
Today is Wednesday, Sept. 24, In 1869 the "Blac
k Friday"
the 267th day of 1969, with 98 to panic hit Wall
Street after an
follow.
attempt
by
financiers Jay
The moon is approaching its Gould and James
Fisk • to
full phase.
corner the gold market,
The morning stars are Venus
In 1934 Babe Huth made his
and Saturn.
last appearance as a regular

ALMANAC

AYOR FM Shown after the results were in,
nty Auditor Richard H. Austin (left) and Wayne
ft Roman Gribbs were selected in a non-paitielection to run for mayor of Detroit. Mayor
yanaugh will leave office in January after deg two 4-year terms were enough.

*
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In 1955 President Dwight D.
Eisenhower suffered a heart
attack while vacationing in
Denver, Colo.
..
In 1959 President EiAnhower
and Soviet Premier Nikita
Khrushchev
met
at
Camp
David, Maryland.

TVITS

B)

Quotes From The News

Deaths -reported are Mrs. Annie Tucker, age 89, of Murray,
and Mrs. Rebecca McHood Jenkins of San Diego, Calif., formerly
of Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. L. D. Cathey announce the birth of a son, David
Jay, born September 20.
Dr. Thomas B. Hogancamp presided at the monthly committee
meeting of the Chief Chennubby District of Boy Scouts of America
held at Wilson Hall, Murray State College.
DEsney's "Sleeping Nauty" is now playing at the Capitol
Theatre cin East Main Street.
4040av1ierenelm~1miaaaa.a.s.
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Murray State To Open OVC
Season With Tennessee Tech

Dick Williams
Fired By Red
So Yesterday

y

MSU Gets Honorable Mention
In Small College Grid Poll

By DICK DE
UPI Sports Writer

BOSTON (UPI)- Two years
age, the Boston Red Sox
plucked the hottest manager
By JOE CARNICELL1
State put together back-to-back
from
their minor league system
UPI Sports Writer
victories over South Dakota
National League
and he immediately led them to
Eastern
State (28-13) and
East
a pennant. They're expected to
NEW YORK (UPI)_- North
W
5. Pct. GB
Washington (52-6) to rank fifth
try it again next week,
New York
61
409 9$
Dakota State has finally and Delaware, which opened by Ch rano
6
89
67 .571
The Red Sox fired Dick
1
2
73 .529 12/
12
emerged from the shadows mauling Gettysburg 52-0, was PithOurgh
/
2
73 .529 121
St Louis
82
William s, their American
again.
sixth.
92 .403 32
Phdadelphia
62
League manager of the year in
52 104 .333 43
• The Bisons, No. 2 among the
Humboldt State was seventh. Montreal
West
1967 Tuesday and were admit87
:nation's
67 .565 small college to followed by Troy State, Alcorn S Francisco
tedly considering the promotion
Atlanta
81
68 .564 ; national champion San Diego ASA! and Adams State.
70 .5.45
3
Clnclr'n.,t
86
of manager Eddie Kasko from
/
1
2
73
.529
5
Los
52
Angeles
State for
Five coaches from each of Houston
the past three
78
75
510
11
/
2
their Louisville farm.
seasons, has recaptured the No. the seven geographical areas of San Diego
48 106 .312 39
General Manager Dick O'ConYesterday's Results
1 ranking they held in 1956. San the nation comprise the UPI
Montreal
7, Chicago
3
nell announced the firing as
4,
Pittsburgh
3
Philadlphla
Diego State has now moved into Rating Board. Each week they
Red Sox owner Tom Yawkey
2
New York
3, St Louis
the major college classification, select the top 10 small college
Illinnings)
town. Yawkey, reportedly
left
1
Atlanta
10, HOuStOo
paving the way for North teams in the nation with points
3 1st
Cincinnati
6, Los Angeles
headed for his South Carolina
Dakota State to move back into awarded on a 10-9-8-7-6-5-4-3-2-1
Cincinnati
5, Los Angeles 2 24
winter
residence, obviously
S Francisco at San 0-ego
the top spot.
basis on votes from first
Today's Games
didn't
care
to face the man lie
St Louis (Carlton 17-10) at New York
The Bisons, with victories through 10th.
tearfully thanked for his first
(Gentry 12-12), night. 9
over Northern Illinois and
Philadelphia (Wise 14-12) at Pittsburgh
pennant in 21 seasons just two
(Moose 12-31, night•
Northern Michigan, received 22
Montreal (Wegener 5-13) at Chicago
years ago.
first place votes and 317 points
(Rands 11414).
O'Connell said Williams' reNEW YORK (UPI)-The
Los AngeleERPSinger 19.10) at Cincinnati
today from the 35-member
10)171, night.
placement
would be named
United Press International top (ClonInger
Atianta (Doyle 1-0) at Houston (Grfffin
United Press International
after the season and before the
20 small college football teams 114), night.
board of coaches. The total left
San Francisco (Marichal 20-10) at San
World Series.
them well ahead of second with first place votes and won- Diego (Santorini 7-131, night.
Kasko, 37, is the same age
lost-tied
records
in
parentheses
place TPYAC Alkl, the NAIA
Williams was when Dick was
(first week).
League
American
power
which amassed 184 Team
summoned from Toronto after
East
Points
points,
W
L
Pct. GB
the 1966 season. Kasko man1. N.D. St.(22)(2-0)
317 Baltimore
4
.68a
106
Arkansas State, which opened
1
2
aged Toronto in 1967 and
67 .562 19/
86
2. Texas AM (1-0)
184 Detroit
by
crushing
Boston
71 .SY 23
Eastern
13
New 3.
continued with the transferred
176 Washington
Ark. St.(6),(1-0)
78
75 .510 27Ys
Mexico 53-20, took third with
75
79 .47 31
New York
International League franchise
4. Eastern Ky.(1-0)
120
44
Cleveland
92 .43
62
176
points
while
Eastern
in Louisville during the past
5. Weber St.(1)(2-0)
West
107
Kentucky, a 13-0 victor over
.604
93
61
MinoeSOta
two seasons.
6. Delaware (1-0)
93
S2
71 .536 1054
Oakland
Ball State, was fourth. Weber
O'Connell admitted that the
LaiMernie -.7. Humboldt St.-(14)-2-e-64
PP
1111 281,4
Chicago
club had "three or four men in
. Troy State (1-;-1)
74 Kansas
City
64
90 .416 29
392 32
/
1
2
60
93
mind" and that at least two of
9. Alcorn AALK (2)'(1-0)
68 Seattle
Yesterday's Results
the group, presumably headed
10. Adams St.(1-0)
1
65
Cleveland
t, Baltimore
3
t, New York
Beaton
by Kasko, were already in the
11. Akron(2)(1-0)
64
Washington at Detroit
4, ChiCag0
3 1st
Boston organization.
Oakland
12. Indiana (Pa.)(1-0)
54
2d
at Oakland
Chicago
The Red Sox have three
13. Northern Ariz.(1-0)
49
Minnesota
6, Kansas City 2
Seattle
at California
former major league managers
14. Fresno St.(1-0)
48
' Today's Eames
on the payroll and immediate
15. N.M. Highlands (0-0-1)
34
Chicago (John El)) at Oakland Web
14-12)
speculation put former Minne16. Grambling (1-1)
32 sonSeattle
Brabender 13-12) at California
sota field boss Sam Melen, now RACER RECORD-SETTER - Billy Hess grabs a breather and
17. Florida A&M (0-0)
19 (May 9-)31, night.
Mifinesota (Perry 204) e Kansas V)
, a
special Boston scout, just
18 (Dregis
18. Santa Clara (1) (1-0)
10-121
rehashes the touchdown that made him the all-time leading
Washington (Hannan 64- at Detroit behind
Kasko. Also available
19. Western Ky.(0-0-1)
16
louchdown pass rece,ver in Murray State University history.
4McLain 23-8), night_
director
were
player
personnel
and
Ray
John
Kentucky's
20. (tie) Montana (2-0)
15
Baltimore (Cueiler 23.10) at Cleveland
The
junior wodeout receiver from Bricictown, N.J., caught his
9-17),
night.
(Tlant
Heywood Sullivan, who formerAlabama's Bear Bryant took
(tie) Tex.-Arlingtn (1-0) 15
New York (KlInkouskl 0-01 at Batten
ly managed the Athletics, and 14th scoring pass in the Racer opener last Saturday night (Sept.
critical looks at their squads
(tie) Abilene Christi'(2-0) 15 (Nagh 11-2), night,
former Sox manager John 20) with Eastern Michigan University - and he still has 11
Others receiving 10 or more
Tuesday.
Pesky, now one of the club's games to go before his playing days with the Thoroughbreds
"We've got to get meaner, It ints: Montana St., St. John's
broadcasting crew.
are over. He hooked up with quarterback Matt Haug on an 11we're just too nice," said Ray, Minn.), Tennessee St., Murray
There was also speculation yard scoring strike in the second quarter to set the new mark
adding be hopes to have the t., Northeastern Oklahoma St.,
that veteran outfielder Carl as Murray State downed the Hurons 25 20. The speedy lieu, at
Wildcats in the proper frame o ampa, St. Norbert.
Yestrzemski, who has_sneviV , II and 113 pounds, set a new Ohio Valley Conference record
mind for Mississippi Saturday.
four or the five manager% last year with 13 touchdown receptions and was the conference
"We still don't have much
Boston has had in the last 10
quickness on offense or defense,
Prieto by WILSOD Woolley
The Murray Junior High team
scoring leader.
as playerand we're not taking pride in
will play Jetton Junior High of years, could wind up
first in the American
it," growled Bryant, who did
Paducah on Thursday night at pilot- the
League in nearly two decades.
admit that the Tide seemed to
6:30 in the Holland Stadium,
Williams admitted his disapbe learning its assignments and
Coach John Hina will play eighpointment
and said he believed
the first defensive unit was
th and ninth graders and everyone
stemmed from "a
"moving with a little more auIs encouraged to see the future the firing
thority." Alabama meets SouthTigers in action. Jetton always personality conflict" and a lack
ern Mississippi Saturday.
brings a good team to Murray. of communication with Yawkey.
THURDSAV COUPLES
He said he was hoping to get
Mississippi State Coach
Admission prices will be 25c
BOWLING LEAGUE
another major league managerCharlie Shim said his chareers
50c
adult.
student
and
Murray High polled one first 2. Lynch (4)
Week of 94849
76
were "real draggy" in Tuesial post.
place vote but dropped to seventh 3, Russellville
W.
49
day's workouts. "We kept drop- Standings:
weekly
United
Press
place
in
the
1
44
4. Bardstown
ping the ball and just did not Night Owls
International high school football 5, Frankfort
7
1
40
have a good practice," he said. SPered
ratings this week.
2
Rockets
37
6. Mount Sterling
State takes on Florida next.
The Tigers lost a tough battle 7, Murray (1)
3
5
35
Louisiana State concentrated Befuddled Four
to powerful Mayfield last week,
3
5
on defense against Rice plays, Reapers
14-8.
4
4
31
8. Trigg County
mindful of the 55 points the Repots
This Friday night the Tigers, 9. Dayton
4
4
23
Owls scored in their season Turtles
Holland,
will
Cats
Preston
4
Alley
4
coached by
11
10. Richmond Madison
opener against V141. VanderPin Busters
4
4
take on Fulton City at Holland
bilt emphasized every phase of Rollers
COOKEVILLE, Tenn. - Tenn- ssure from tailback Larry Sch- stadium.
3
Class AA
its game. "We went through a Strikes
3
5 essee Tech head football coach reiber, who broke the OVC single
Two major upsets last weekwe
need
total practice because
game
rushing
mark
Rolling Stones
2
Wade
attempts
to
plug
numwith
6 Don
255 end shook up the football rattle
Coy, Catholic (4)
work everywhere," said Coach Red Birds
87
1
7 erous weaknesses in his Golden yards in 21 carries, The Eagles gs with new leaders in both 1.
Z. Madisonville (1)
Bill Pace.
80
LS.D.PlusI
1
7 Eagle defense this week in an netted 104 yards through the air Class AA and Class AAA,
3. Pad. Tilghman (3)
Mississippi gave quarterbacks
76
High Team Game (SC)
effort to contain an offensive but gave up two back-breaking
Probably the biggest shocker
69
and Shub Spares
Manning
Archie
680 minded Murray State team this interceptions during sustained came Friday when Atherton kno- 4. Elizabethtown (1)
44
5. Highlands
Chumbler a two-hour drill on Night Owls
681 Saturday.
drives.
to
drop
,
the
Male
14-12
cked
off
passing. At Florida, Coach Ray Red Birds
40
657
Wade had praise for fresh- Bulldogs from the top spot in 6. Bryan Station
After enjoying a 24-10 halftime
7,
Mayfield
38
Graves finally discovered a
High Team 3 Games (SC)
lead, Tech gave up 25 points man punter Butch Gentry. In his Class AAA, which is now head24
weakness in the Gators 59 - 34 Spares
1956 to Northwestern Louisiana last first college game, Gentry aver- ed by Trinity. In other major 8. Hopkinsville
9. Ashland
drubbing of Houston. He says Night Owls
22
1901 Saturday to lose 35-24,
aged 37.7 yards on three punts. upsets, Covington Catholic de0. Campbell County
his boys didn't do a good
16
"We especially will be work.
feated Fort Thomas Highlands,
(Continued
on
Page
Nine)
Page
Nine)
(Continued
on
Nine)
(Continued on Page
ing on our defense this week,"
35-6.
Class AAA
said Wade.
Catholic, which was tied for
"Murray seems to have a much
seventh last week, vaulted in
39
the top position of Class AA, 1. Trinity (3)
stronger team than it had last
34
2. Tie Male (1)
year when they beat us 19-0."
to
fifth
while Highlands slipped
3, St. Xavier
34
Murray was a28-20 victor over
in balloting by UPI's Board of 4. Butler
16
Eastern Michigan last weekend
Coaches throughout the state. 5, Thomas Jefferson
14
and is picked by many as the team
only
maintained
Tompkinsville
to beat in the Ohio Valley ConSee Allen Rose or
a shaky hold on the No, 1 slot
Murray State
Opponents
race.
The
ference
Racers
do
not
64-0
rout
Class
A,
despite
a
in
3 First Downs Rushing 10
they never finished better than
Bruce Thomas
By MARTLN LADER
to be weakened at the quof Greensburg.
7 First Downs Passing
ninth, the Mets went from the appear
3
arterback
position
UPI Sports Writer
through the
Trinity polled three first place
ridiculous to the absurd this
0 First Downs Penalty 0
of last season's league leadballots and 39 points in taking
season and on Tuesday night loss
10 Total First Downs
13
HOUSTON (UPI) - Former
If there's one thing the New they clinched at least a tie for er, Larry Tillman. Matt Haug
over No. 1 in Class AAA top
of By MIKE QUANE
all
during
taken
over
and,
learned
has
on
heavyweight
Mets
last
Satchampion
Sonny
York
five balloting. Male and St. Xavthe Eastern Division championUPI Sports Writer
those years of losing, it was ship of the National League by urday's performance, just may
ier are tied for second, Butler Liston won his 14th consecutive
make Murray fans forget about
how to win gracefully.
is fourth with Thomas Jefferson fight Tuesday by knocking out
beating the St. Louis Cardinals,
Sam
seems
to
be
McDowell
Tillman,
5, D. "Sonny" Moore of Dallas
After seven years in which 3-2, in 11 innings;
fifth.
getting better with age, but not
According
to
defensive
back
after 2:15 of the third round,
from
third
moved
Madisonville
And how did the oncecoach Tony Stone, 1 ech's defen- so his Cleveland Indians,
Liston, weighing in at 228
to second in the Class AA top
ridiculed Mets react to this
McDowell,
who
celebrated
his
sive backfield "will be on HonOwensboro, 16- pounds, knocked Moore down
after
beating
10
preposterous prosperity?
and carry butterfly nets" in 27th birthday Sunday, posted a 0. The rest of the Top 10 are once in the first round and
"It looked like the Yankee das
Wed..
attempt
to halt the passing career high 18 victories
an
Tilghman, Elizabeth- twice in the second round
dressing room after they had
nesday night on a 3-1 three- Paducah
Haug
and
the
of
eeceiving
of
AllLexington Bry- before putting him down for
town,
Highlands,
their
way
to
ho-hummed
OVC Billy Hess; who set a Mur- hitter over the New York an Station, Mayfield, Hopkins- good with a right cross to the
(UPI)This
city
said
an
pennant,"
another
nieW YORK
Yankees. The
Indians, by
ray record last week with 14
head.
contrast, are on the way to vile , Ashland and Campbell
of Met madness reached a peak observer in the comparatively career touchdown receptions.
There
was little
County.
crowd
Met
clubhouse.
sedate
"Maybe
their
worst
record
today.
since 1928.
Wade said he will not by tryreaction
when
four
Liston entered
Tompkinsville
polled
first
The Met fans are rooting for they got so, accustomed to
The Indians have won only 62
ing to do anything diffenently
games this season, the same lace ballots and 78 points, while the ring, but he was booed
the Chicago Cubs to beat watching other teams win they
prepfring for Murray, but that
learned how to react to this in
Montreal this afternoon.
total
as the dismal 1928 club. Lynch, which trailed by-thre% continuously through the fight
"we will simply try to execute
points last week, cut it to two because he looked sluggish and
experience
themselves."
their
once
woenew
Tonight,
what we already know." They have eight games left in in today's poll. Russellville is slow.
However, everyone was fully
begone waifs of Shea Stadium
which
to
better
that
mark.
Northwestern comPleted only
Liston
was in complete
can clinch the Eastern National warned that the scene wouldn't three passes against the Eagles, Undoubtedly they'll need Mc- third, followed by Bardstown,
Murray,
command
over
Moore, a former
Sterling,
Frankfort,
Mt.
beating
tonight
if
title
by
serene
the
Division
Mets
as
be
League
Dowell's help to pull it off.
but two were crucial, One was
policeman, In
the
McDowell got his previous Trigg County, Dayton and Rich- Dallas
the St. Louis Cardinals if the clinch the division title against a 32-yarder for a score and the
scheduled 10-rounder at Sam
Cubs stay alive-and the Met the Cards or if they have the other came on a fourth downplay high of 17 wins in 1965, his first mond Madison.
at
Here is this week's voting Houston Coliseum.
fans want to be there at Shea job done for them by Montreal, which carried to the Eagle one- full year in the majors. The
a
preliminary
bout,
(first place ballots in parenthes- In
1304 Johnson Boulevard
and see their heroes, or at least which can eliminate the runner- yard line and led to a touchdown. Indians achieved 87 victories
lympic heavyweight champion
that year, If McDowell should is:
gather around the TV sets and up Cubs with a victory at
No major injuries resulted
Office Hours By Appointment
eorge Foreman knocked out
become a 30-game winner, the
see G11 Hodges' boys celebrate Chicago this afternoon.
from
opener,
Wade
Tech's
also
"Cookie"
Wallace
of
Dallas
Class
A
oy
So for this one day, it's "Bring some extra clothes hopes to come up with a more Indians might minty be . in
Phone 753 9201
fter 19 seconds of the second
-Let's Go Cubs". . . but after
balanced
relieve
preoffense
to
POMO
Page
(Continued on
78 ound,
1. 'Tompkinsville (4)
(Continued on 'Page Nine)
that "Good-tee Leo."

at-

Umpires File Suit
Baseball

Ray Says
Cats Must
Get Meaner

of

More SPORTS
on Page Nine

Murray Junior High
Will Play Thursday

I.

boy'

Murray State football coach
34 Total Rushing Plays 57
Bill Furgerson said his Racers 50 Net Rushing Yards
164
played a great game in beating 1.5 Avg. Gain Per Play 2.9
Eastern Michigan 28-20 last Sat- 25 Passes Attempted
12
urday but that the win was costly. 15 Passes Completed
5
"We were already in trouble 168 Yards Passing
47
with injuries and now it looks 218 Total Offense
as if we've lost (Lenny) Jezik
5
5 Number of Punts
for the season," Furgerson said. 33.0 Average per Punt
36.8
Jezik, a defensive halfback and
2
1 Fumbles Lost
one of the defensive unit's most 10 Yards Penalized
79
dependable players, broke a foot
late in the game and will defin- SEASON RESULTS
itely be sidelined the next six
games and perhaps the rest of Coach Bill Furgerson
the season.
Record 1-0-0
Several other players were
OPP
MSU
battered and bruised in the game Eastern Michigan
20
28
but most are expected to be ready
to play by the weekend.
Furgerson said that Easter
Michigan was the best team to
time
play at Murray
win in a long
was a tremenand that the
dous one for the Racers. Pointed
out for exceptional performances NEW YORK (UPI) - The
were quarterback Matt Haug, receivers Billy Hess and Jeff Vot- Lords of Baseball are faced
aw, and running backs Jim Brown with another lawsuit accusing
the game of being a monopoly
and Jonathan White.
Haug, making his first start acting in restraint of trade.
for the Racers, connected on 15 The latest court test
of 25 passes for 168 yards and baseball's long-honored imniunithree touchdowns. He completed ty from trade restrictions was
his first five attempts in leading filed Tuesday in behalf of
the Racers to a score with the former umpires Al Salerno and
opening kickoff. Hess caught one Bill Valentine, who are seeking
touchdown pass which gave him a total of $4 million. Named as
a new career record for TD defendants were the American
receptions. Only a junior, he League and its president, Joe
had tied the record last season Croni n, and commissioner
with 13 TD's. Votaw, a last min- Bowie Kuhn.
ute starter when flanker Phillip Cronin fired Salerno and
411---the 1966
Hunt was found to be ineligible, Valentiee latee,
were
they
caught two passes for touchdow- season, saying
ns, Brown ran 15 yards for one inefficient but they contend
Merray score, and White averag- they were. dismissed because of
ed six yards per try in seven their involvement in trying to
organize a union among Amerirushing attempts.
Furgerson also was compli- can League umpires.
mentary of the offensive line. The suit was filed in Federal
"Eastern Michigan had a great District Court for the Southern
defensive line which was big District of New York by Joseph
and quick but our line gave Hang Kelner, past president of the
good protection on nearly all his American Trial Lawyer's Assopass attempts," Furgerson said. ciation.
Although the offense pushed
across four touchdowns, it was
the defense that saved the victory. After Eastern Michigan had
cut the Racers' 21-7 halftime
margin to 21-20, the defense broke up a two-point conversion attempt and with Murray leading
28-20 with less than two minutes
to play, the duty:ruse held the Harons to no gain on two rushing
attempts from the half-yard line.
Linebacker Sam Tandy sliced
?jet
through to throw the Heron fullback for a one-yard loss on the
conversion attempt, and he,tackle Larry White, and linebacker
Frank Head were most respon111staktiellmoe
ewes
sible for the goal line stand.
Head led all tackles with 10
unassisted tackles and 8 assists.
Safety Kevin Grady had 9 tackles
and 3 assists, tackle Dave Ford
and Tandy had 7 unassisted tackles each, and defensive end Steve
Cain had 6 tackles and 6 assists.
Tandy also recovered a fum- ,
ble. Cain was making his first
start at defensive end. He was
104110140014dit Sind am
moved to the spot from lineSat
adlordituitimak bra
backer last week when starter
Mike Dungan broke a hand. Another defensive star was fresh
man George Greenfield, who intMURRAY STATE
ercepted two passes, the first
of which set up Murray's third
UNIVERSITY AUDITORIUM
score which came 6 seconds
September
29, 31
before the end of the first half,
Murray will open its OVC seaeon Saturday with Tennessee
TWO SHOWINGS DAILY
Tech who lost 35-24 to Northwestern Louisiana in its opener.
Tech is led by its great all-conference tailback Larry Schreibfrom Sponsor
er, who set a new OVC rushing
record against Northwestern
I-4)uisiana with 255 yards gained
in 21 attempts.
The Racer- Tech game will be
in Murray's Cutchin Stadium and
will start at 7:30 o'clock.
304 E. Main
TEAM STATISTICS

BOWLING
STANDINGS

wonderful picture!

Murray High Drops To 7th
In UPI High School Poll

Tech Must Plug Holes In
Defense To Hold Racers

8

.1f

2s,

Get Free Tickets

Mets Clinch Tie For Eastern
Division Lead,Meet SL Today

McDowell
Marks Up
18th Win

I

Sonny Liston Wins
Over Archie Moore

Murray Federal
Savings and
Loan Office
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DR. JOSEPH H. REXROAT

"Met Fans' Yell Is
"Let's Go Cubs"
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Of His Office
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Mrs. Pat Thompson
Presents Lesson
At Paris Road Meet

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

WEDNESDAa
son* .01111.

Mrs. J. B. Burkeen

Phone 753-1917 or 753-4941
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Miniskirted Ann Tillery Is One Of
Few Girl Car Salesman In Geoigia

world, you can't ask favors."
By MARCIE RASMUSSEN
The Paris Road Homemakers
Knows Her Subject
Club held a lunchean meeting
Most customers are a bit
MARIETTA, Ga. (UPI) —
at the City Park on Tuesday,
When car salesman Ann Tillery startled to find Ann is a salesSeptember 16, with the presiputs a racy little foreign car man, "but after I begin explaindent, Mrs. Dewey Grogan, prethrough its paces, some of her ing the car and demonstrate it,
siding.
change
their
mind,
customer-passengers "literally they
Mrs. Pat Thompson presented
because I know what I'm talklook like they're praying."
the lesson on "Clothing Guide"They just don't believe a ing about.
lines". She said there is no
one look for men, women, or
woman can drive well," says "I think I must have an innocent look," she adds. "They
,:hildren for fall. Variety can
Ann, who can.
suit each individual as to
They also find it hard to be- trust me a lot more than they
taste, personality, or age, but
lieve that redhaired, mini- would a man because I don't
Wednesday, September 24
Mrs. Harry Lee Garland openwith a higher price tag, mini.
J.
The
N.
Williams
chapter
skirted
Ann is indeed a car tell them stories about the
The ladies day luncheon will
Maxi, or mid calf, flared or fitt- ed her home for the meeting of
of the United Daughters of salesman— one of the few girls car."
be served at noon at the Ca
Only one of her prospective
ed, will all be accepted but the the Westside Homemakers Clue
t
way County Country Club with Confederacy opened the year's in that profession in Georgia.
clients insisted on talking to a
By Abigail Van Buren
high fashion is the longer held on Thursday, September
program with a luncheon at the
"It
started
years
about
two
the
hostesses being Mesdames
man—and that customer was a
lengths, Mrs Thompson said. 11, at twelve-thirty o'clock in
Robert 0. Miller, James Boone, Woman's Club House on Thurs- ago when "I saw an ad in the
Liw or high belts. jewelry, the afternoon.
woman.
DEAR ABBY: Six years ago, when I was 42 and Max
day,
September
18.
paper wanting a salesman and
A very informative and in- Eugene Flood, James Frank,
scarves, accents are a must,
Ann's dealings with cars
Hostesses for the occasion
r [not his name] was.52, we both married for a second time. I
teresting lesson on "Low Ca- Bill Hine, Bill Holt, Albert were Mrs. C. W. Waldrop, Mrs. I just thought in the back of spilled over onto her family.
she
continued.
had been a divorcee for 15 years and he had been recently
My
head
that
would
really
be
Koertner,
John Llvesay, Tip
During the business session lorie Cooking" was given by'
Her two children "just love
shed by a wife whose "coldness" had finally driven him to
Miller, Hugh Oakley, Louis C G. B. Scott, Mrs. E. A. Lassiter, different for a girl to do."
Mrs. Grogan gave some sche- Mrs. Harry Lee Garland and
and Mrs. B. Wall Melugin.
cars" and her husband, Steven,
Won
Ryan,
the
. outside companionship; her uncontested charge was
Job
and
Charles
Sexton.
Mrs.
Bud
Gibbs,
dules and views into the 1969
The opening ritual was con• ••
A short time later she hap- "is sold on" the idea since she
adultery. He wooed me fervently, saying I was everything he
Mrs. Buddy Anderson a n d
70 school year The members
ducted by the president, Mrs.
pened
to accompany her broth- brings home different demonhad ever wanted in a wife. Our six years were blissful in all
voted to help make and fill dit- Mrs. Garland gave a second
The Welcome Wagon New- Leonard Vaughn. A business er when he went
to purchase strators,
lessil
on
subject,
the
"Clothing
ways, and I thought myself the luckiest woman alive. We are
ty bags for the boys in Vietcomers monthly bridge club will session followed which includ- a new car.
Part of her success might be
The
idea
of selling
Guidep
sts". They discussed the meet in
nam for Chrismas. Mrs. Groboth professional people. I work from 9 to 5. He from one in
the cafeteria of the ed plans for attending the Div- cars popped
due
to this motto: "Rain, sleet
into her mind
gan also gave the devotion and ne \.% fall styles.
t. the afternoon until nine at night.
Student Union Building, MSC, ision convention in Owensboro
or snow, you go outside and
again
and
she
persuaded
The
president,
the
Mrs.
W.
A.
prayer.
,
at 7:90 p.m. with Mrs. Robert October 4 and 5 and the collecgreet a customer with a smile
Mrs. Eldridge Gee read the Erwin. presided and the devot Kimball as hostess.
A month ago Max was rushed to the hospital for
tion of dues for the current dealer to let her try it.
—
even though your hair's hangTwo
years
was
later,
given
Ann has
by Mrs. Alvin
landscape notes on fall prun• ••
year.
emergency surgery. When I went into his drawers for things
ing down wet around your
been
cited
Usrey. Mrs. Charles Parker callby
her
firm
as
one
ing
fertilizing.
and
Mrs.
Ina
Mrs. G. B. Scott was introducThursday, September 23
, to take to the hospital, I found diaries he had kept the entire
ears."
of its leading salesmen.
Nesbitt read the minutes and ed the roll and read the minThe Wranglers Riding Club ed as the speaker on the prosix years of our marriage. They were shockingly explicit.
followed
utes
When
by
the
she
first
treasur- will meet at the Court
started the
called the roll with each one
House gram and she reviewed FreeAfter I had left for work, he had entertained women,
answering with a household er's report by Mrs. Garland.
man's book on Robert E. Lee sob, "the only thing I knew how
at seven p.m.
: which he rated according to the degree of thrill each gave
•• •
hint. Games were led by M. Mrs. Charles Parker resignwhich was most interesting and to do was drive" a little
him. A girl named Genevieve rated two stars. Mary got four
ed as secretary and Mrs. Pat
foreign-made "bug." Now she
John Tom Taylor.
informative.
The Elm
Grove
Baptist
; stars every time. [I, whose matings with him he always
Others present were Mes- Bogard was elected to take her Church WKS will meet at the
Dr. Sam Bell who is a great drives and demonstrates the
; pronounced "exquisite," rated only one star!] Whether the
dames John Gibbs, Johnny place. Announcements were home of Mrs. Keys Keel to pre- admirer of Lee and a lover of whole line, including trucks and
Mr. and Mrs. Greg Nevil,
Roach, Myrtle Madrey, Lucille made about the cake decorat- pare ditty bags for boys In Southern history, was a special GT racing cars, and explains 1626 Hamilton, Murray, are the
;sex was also "plain" or -fancy" was outlined in detail.
them in detail for prospective parents of a baby girl born on
Hart, Naomi Barrett, Eva Curd, ing lesson and the area home- Vietnam at two p.m.
•
guest.
I went. to visit his ex-wife and learned even more. He is
and Miss Reble Steely. Visitors makers meeting.
•• •
The next meeting will be customers.
Sunday, September 21, at 8:33
were Mrs. Wiley Parker, Mn. The members were asked if
"I know basically about our p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
:64 years old, not 58. She said that his demands were
The Magazine Club will meet held on November 19 in the
Audrey Cannon, and Mrs. Alice they would help make ditty at the Holiday Inn at 2:90
insatiable, altho she had not denied him any more than I had.
p.m. home of Mrs. W. Z. Carter with engines— a mechanic I am not," County Hospital.
bags for servicemen. The club with
Steely.
,
Mrs. Clyde Downs as hos- Miss Cappie Beale, Mrs. Henry Ann says, But when she can't
The baby weighed eight
7 "Other women" were the only thing they ever fought about.
Lunch was taken to the pre- voted to make ten bags and tess.
Elliott, and Miss Mary Williams' get one started, "I don't call pounds 5% ounces and has been
And he had many.
will
meet at a later date to fill
sident, Mrs. Walter Duke, who
•• •
assisting as hostesses.
for help, I try to find out what named Angela Sue. The new
Abby, when you advise women whose husbands are
them.
•• •
has been quite ill.
it
is myself,"
The
father is associate minister of'
Magazine
Club
ill
meet
unfaithful, you imply that the wife is lacking something. I
•• •
Other members attending, at the
University
Church of
"When you' work In a man's the
Holiday Inn st /MO
just wanted you to know that there are men like my husband,—
not previously mentioned, were with
Christ.
Mrs. Clyde Downs ai Usk
Most
Mrs. Ray Broach, Mrs. Jerry
new air conditioners
for whom no one woman is enough. My whole world hag
Grandparents are Mr. and
tem.
have permanent filters which
Falwell, Mrs. Gene Robertson,
crashed around my ears.
• ••
Mrs. Ed Thomas of Mulvane,
Mrs. Gerald Stone, Mrs. Charles
HEARTBROKEN- IN PHILADELPHIA
Kansas, and Mrs. Lou Burkett
The Zeta Department of the don't need to be replaced but do
Coleman, and Mrs. Jewell Mcof Tulsa, Oklahoma.
Murray Woman's Club will need to be kept clean. Lift the
HEARTBROKE
Callon. Mrs. Leland Lawrence
DEAR
,
N: That there are men like your
•••
meet at the club house at 710 filter out, shake off loose dust
was a visitor.
; husband is pot news to me. There are also WOMEN for
p.m. with Dr. Samuel R. Dod- (onto paper) and then dip the
Mr. and Mrs. Cosme lbay of
After the meeting a surprise son,
whom no one MAN is enough. These unfortunate people
Murray Route Three announce
Jr., as speaker. Hostesses filter up and down in suds.
Mrs. Philip Weydener was baby shower was given for Mrs.
Rinse, dry and apply a coat of
The Nature's Palatte Garden the birth of a daughter, Pearl
shoukl not enter into marriage with "normal" people, vowing
hostess for the September Charles Coleman. Refreshments are Mesdames James R. All.
special filter oil to help "trap" Club met on Wednesday, Sep- Grace, born on Friday, Septo forsake all others. They should marry each other.
meeting of the women of St. in the baby motif were served britten, IL B. Bailey, Jr., Jack and hold
the next batch of soil. tember 17, for the first meet- tember 19, at 6:30 a.m. at the
Bailey,
Owen
Barber,
William
John's Episcopal Church held
The October meeting will be
ing of the club year with Mrs. Murray-Calloway County HospiBeale.
at her lovely new home on held at the home of Mrs. Ray Barker, and •Max
DEAR ABBY: What do you think of a relative you never
••
Eunice Miller as hostess. The tal. The baby weighed seven
Johnson Boulevard.
GEORGIA
Broach.
hear from unless he's drunk?
meeting was held at the Com- pounds 934 ounces.
Saturday, September V
•••
munity Center,
The Alpha Department o f
Their other children are
DEAR GEORGIA: It could be worse. Some people have
The meeting was opened
Augusto, Susan, Ruth, and
the Murray Woman's Club will
relatives they never hear from unless they're BROKE.
with prayer by Mrs. Michael
have a luncheon meet at the
Mrs. Charles Stubblefield, Dearborn. The father is a proGardone. The minutes were
!club house at noon. Mrs. Don
president,
presided over t h e ject engineer of a construction
read by Mrs. Kenneth Wetmore,
DEAR ABBY: Isn't it bad manners to say abruptly,
'Keller will be special guest.
business
meeting.
Several plans company here..
the newly elected secretary.
"IJOrtfehange the sub)ect?" A Mend of mine is always doing
Hostesses will be Mesdames;
Grandparents are Mr. a n d
were presented for future proThe
treasurer's
report
was
giv.
this.
William Barker, J. I. Hosick,
jects for the club. The min- Mrs. Baldomero Botuyan and
The Purchase Area Homemaen by Mrs. Robert Mabry in
G. B. Scott, P. A. Hart, Leland
I know you can't keep discussing the same subject all the
utes were read by the secre- Mrs. Capalina lbay, all of the
the absence of Mrs. Norman kers Clubs will elect their preOven, and Miss C.apple Beale.
Philippine Islands.
time, but isn't there a more tactful way of steering the
tary,
Mrs. Kenton Miller.
sident and treasurer at the anKlapp.
•• •
•••
conversation to some other subject?
nual fall meeting, October 30,
David
McKeel
is the name
For one thing, after a point-blank order like that it's-- -A social hour was held with at the First Methodist Church,
The lesson was on "Making chosen
by Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Fulton.
lovely
awfully hard to say something that sounds natural.
several
Corsages" and
refreshments of lemon pie and
R. Smith of Murray Route Two
The nominating committee
corsages were made to donate
fruit punch being served by
CONFUSED
for their baby boy, weighing
composed of Mrs. T. E. Stanthe hostess.
for the Christmas show.
six pounds four ounces, born
DEAR CONFUSED: Yes, it is rude to abruptly say,
ley, Carlisle County, Mrs. J. D.
Refreshments were served by
an Friday, September 19, at
"Let's change the subject." But it sometimes is isecessary in
Hampton,
Ballard
County,
and
social
during
the
Members present were Mesthe hostess
The Christian Women's Fela.m. at the Murray-Calloeight
Mrs.
L B. Reid, Graves County,
order to let the other party know that you have nothing more
dames Jules Harcourt, Morgan
hour.
lowship of First Christian
way County Hospital.
Sisk, Robert Mabry, Louis Zim- have presented the following Church held its September
to say about a particular subject, and do not care to discuss
Their other children are Ter.
genmerman,
Michael
Gardone, women and their credentials.
It further.
eral meeting in the home of
Those present were Mesdames ry Keith, age eight, and Gay
Mrs. R. B. Foster, Route 2, Mrs.
Nancy Gronbeck, and Kenneth
Coleman McKeel on the
011ie Brown, Ha Douglass, Ruth Dara, age two. The father is a
Everybody has a problem. What's yours? For a personal Wetmore. A visitor was Mrs. Wickliffe, candidate for area Hazel Highway.
Horn, Kenton Miller, Cleatus chemist at the B. F. Goodrich
COINING MONEY — Newly in
president, has been a member
reply write to Abby, Box 69700, Los Angeles, Cal. Nem and John Kowalzik.
Mrs. Wayne Sheeks, C.W.F. office as director of the U.S
Robinson, R. Q. Knight, Walter Company, Calvert City.
of
Ballard
County
Homemakers
The
October
meeting
enclose a stamped. self-addressed envelope.
will be
president, conducted the bus- Mint is Mary T Brooks, 61.
Miller, Burman Parker, A. 0. Grandparents are Mr. and
for
26
and
years
has
served
held at the home of Mrs. Ziminess meeting following the pot- widow if Sen. (' Weyland
Woods, I. H. Key, Charles Stub- Mrs. B. D. Smith of Asheboro,
her local club and County Coun- luck
merman.
dinner. She reminded the Brooks She is from
N. C., and Mr. and Mrs. Rayblefield, and Eunice Miller.
Idaho
cil as officer and committee
group of the C.W.F. Fall Remond Carnal of Slaughters.
member. She was County Chair- treat
at Mammoth Cave on
man and Community secretary- October 24
and 25, and invited
treasurer as well as program
members to attend.
chairman for her County Farm
Those present were also reBureau. She has been active minded
of the C.W.F. Quadrenin PTA work for 10 years and nial Assembly
at Purdue UniEastern Star for 12 years. She versity
in June of 19'70. Mrs.
is a member of her church Sheeks also announced
the clochoir and a Sunday School
thing drive to be sponsored by
Teacher. She, with her husband Church Women
United, and to
and two children, live on a watch for further
publicity.
farm.
The worship was led by Mrs.
Mrs. Joe R. Downs, 4820 IC Helen Bennett,
assisted by Mrs.
Avenue, Paducah, has been John Pasco, Sr.,
and Mrs. A. d.
county president for McCrack- Crass. The
theme was the
en County for two years, presi- "Legend Of The Passion
Flow.
dent for her local homemakers er."
club for three and one-half
Mrs. John Pasco, Sr., presentyears and clothing chairman for
ed the study, which focused on
over a year. Her experience as the fact that
all are "ministers
4-H Club Leader was for four and missionaries."
She said that
years and chairman of 4-H the primary
commandment was
Dress Revue for two years Ser- to love
God with all one's heart.
vice was given to several "We need
to be the hands and
groups, such as Hobby Club, feet of
God" she said. Those
Civic
Beautification
Board, present were asked to
write on
Clean-Up Campaign and Com- a sheet of paper
some area in
munity Center. She is a past which they
...Mt• —
would strive to be
Sunday School Teacher (young
more Christian. These will be
CCOUrappg '
people and pre-school). She is mailed to each
at end of month.
the mother of one child and
A True 63.95
The meeting closed with the
Value
lives in town. She is a candidate C.W.F. Benediction,
led by Mrs
LOA This
for area president
Wayne Sheets.
Mrs,
James
R.
Copeland,
•
•
•
P:•,;.•••.:*7:1 PORTRAIT -I ye,.
child
•
,
Route 1, Mayfield, a candidate
w.f... LIVING
fne
.r.. Child *maith'
•
be asclimpilt*/
b,
for treasurer, has three childAvoid using water or
ren, lives on a farm and has water-based products
whenever
"-faun' Corot"
belonged to homemakers club possible in cleaning wood
floors
for five years. She has worked Experts say
rill5=2:3117 PORTRAITS
that water can seep
as a bookkeeper. She has been
down into the tight boards,
secretary-treasurer for HomeI coupon per clsiks
causing warping or swelling.
1...114/T) 2 coupons' per 'Family
makers for one year and has
$1.50 estch siddlltonal child
Over a period of time, this Tan
served years as 4,14 Club lead(Extra coupons in store)
mar the appearance of the floor
In
er.
her Church, she is a
and require costly refinishing.
• No Gimmicks
Sunday School teacher and pia;
• No Additional Pieek... R•qeir.d
nist.

Garland Home Is
Scene Of Westside
Homemakers Meet

One woman not
enoug
h for him!
,

Luncheon Held By
UDC;Speaker Is
Mrs. G. B. Scott

[

I

pa.

Episcopal Women
Meet In The Home
Of Mrs. Weydener

Nature's Palatte
Garden Club Has
September Meet

P-111

Homemakers To
Elect Officers At
Fulton Meeting

))

Christian Women's
Fellowship Meets
At McKee! Home

'Pc/Gee eillilheft

or

f>
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Pictures in our store
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For day to day cleaning of
wood floors, remove surface dust
with an unoiled dry mop or vaMr. and Mrs. Johnny Lane cuum sweeper.
have returned home after a visit with their son, Johnny Lane,
Jr., who is serving with the The leader
BERKELEY, Calif. (UPI) —
United States Army at Fort
The university which contributes
Jackson, South Carolina.
• ••
more volunteers to the Peace
Paul G. Humphreys of Mur- Corps than any other school is
ray has been dismissed from the 1;niversity of California campus at Berkeley.
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
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administration practice,
It has been going on for, years.
What does seem to be new in
WASHINGTON (UPI) — A this administration is the broad
primary instrument of Pres- variety of backgrounders.
ident Nixon's self labeled "open
Underlying Reasons
administration" is the journalis- Why are they held? The
tic procedure known as back- underlying reasons for the
background technique is that
grounders.
These semi-private sessions the government may want to
come in various sizes and expand on the bare bones of an
packages, Essentially the tech- official pronouncement without
nique is this: A department having to make this expansion
issues a written, public an- an entry in the official record.
A federal official may be
nouncement. Then the cabinet
more :candid
under
officer or one of his deputies much
gathers reporters to explain the background conditions than if
action on a background basis. microphones and cameras were
Such explanations.,vary between turned on and his every word
hard sell and soft sell in most was recorded.
This is one reason why some
cases,
On occasion, the background- reporters dislike the backing officer may be identified ground technique, but they do
and quoted directly. In other, not advocate doing away with
more
sensitive
cases, he it.
Two of the best background
permits identification only as a
department spokesman or "ad- officers in Washington are Dr,
ministration official," with no Henry Kissinger, assistant to
the President for National
direct quotations allowed.
Security
Affairs, and
Deep Background
Dr.
There also is the so-called Arthur E. Burns, counsellor to
deep background wherein a the President and resident
House specialist in
high government official distri- White
butes certain facts and expres- domestic matters.
Dr. Daniel P. Moynihan,
ses certain opinions— none of
which may be attributed to him assistant to the President for
affairs, is another
at all. That accounts for some urban
news stories which establish popular backgrounder although
what appears to be primary the former professors briefings
information, then say "it was sometimes seem to resemble a
college class in government.
learned today."
Backgrounders
sometimes
are so deep that the information developed from them must
SCANDINAVIAN DISASTER
be
stated
flatly
on
the
reporters' own authority and
GOTEBORG, Sweden (UPI)—
nothing more.
At
least 13 people were killed
An example is when President Nixon sends a message to and hundreds injured as the
Congress involving a major worst storm in decades swept
legislative
recommendation. across Scandinavia Monday,
Messages of this caliber usually authorities said today.
Hurricane-strength winds batare accompanied by background sessions whic,h May tered Goteborg, Sweden's seinvolve as many as half a dozen cond biggest city, killing at
top ranking government offi- least six persons. Injured
cials. Usually they may be jammed most of the city's
described by newsmen as White hospitals. Three people died in
House officials. Sometimes they Denmark and one in Norway,
At least three seamen were
may be identified and quoted.
swept
from their ships into the
The
rules
change from
North Sea and were presumed
session to session, however.
Nor is this a distinctively drowned.
Nixon
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THEIR SON STARVED Mr. and Mrs. Robert Dellinger are in
big trouble in L3rain. Ohio. They received six-month
sentences for filing a false police report- saying their son
Lonnie, 4, disappeared from their car in a parking lot.
After a lie detector test, the boy's body was dug up in a
vacant iGt and it was learned he died of starvation.
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Letter To Editor

(Continued From Pegs One)
(Continued From Paso One)
One final thing, I am being
Mg, Rev. Stephen Mazak, pas- transferred
back to the states
and
Church
Lutheran
the
tor of
for reassignment to Ft. Wolthe chman of the--Christian ters, Tex. and if possible 1
, Mrs. E. M. Fuller of Paducah James Johnston, Murray, coop- Committee of Social Concerns, would like to have my sub• has been named president of the eration with c.pfleges and noted the -need for additional scription suspended until I
kFirst District Parent - Teacher school education; Mrs. John changes in white attitudes but reach my new duty station If
eofissociation for the coming year. Patrick, Mayfield, juvenile pro- stated that there was an in- this is possible I would like it
Other officers include Mrs. tection, and Mrs. Forest Smith, creased interest in the com- suspended on or about 10 (et.
munity. The creation of the 69. I will report to my new duPerry N. Smith, Mayfield, first Paducah, procedure a nd byHuman Rights Group and the ty station 7 Dec. 69. My wife
, vice president; Mrs. Perry Nors- laws.
Christian Social Concerns Com- and I are returning to Murray
worthy, Paducah, second vice
Mrs. Leslie Youngblood will
mittee were evidences of this the first week of November and
president; Mrs. John Travis, serve
on the McCracken County
interest. He appealed to the I will drop by .the office ield
Benton, secretary; Mrs. Clovis Council
and Mrs. Grady Fike community to become more inmake arrangements for the ma(
Copeland, Paducah, treasurer; will
serve on the Paducah coun- formed about such groups and address. Thank you again faand Mrs. Frank Kolb Jr., par- cil.
to participate in their work. >our help.
liamentarian.
Following the panel discus- Sincerely,
Committee chairmen and their
sion there was a question and
SP5 David R. Graham
committees are as folloys: Mrs.
answer period conducted with
E405 64 5256
Letter To Editor
Perry Smith, Mayfield, program;
NIXON REQUESTS SUPERSONIC AIRLINER President Nixon
would be so loud it could fly only over the ocean and unmembers of the audience di3d Admin. Co. 3d Inf. Div.
has asked Congress' for money to build a 300-passenger.
Mrs. Leslie Bennett, Paducah,
populated areas. The United States already is trailing the
recting questions to panel mem- APO NY 09036
(Continued Frown Page One)
1.800-mile-an-hour Supersonic airliner i SST, !model above)
membership; Mrs. Pat Cooper,
Soviet Union and Britain and France in-the program, but
bers.
:Ledbetter, health and men ta 1
that
could cost-44.5 billion. Critics claim the money could
their supersonic planes are smaller and slower.. Criticism
Mrs.
Don
Keller,
club
presi•
; Mrs. Melvin Earles, Pa- the only tax discussed was the dent, presided at the business
he better spent on the nation's social ills, and also that it
over nclse centers on sonic boom, which sounds like thunder.
publicity; Mrs. W. D. proposed payroll or occupational meeting which preeded the disden, Mayfield, safety and tax. I pose the following ques- cussion. She cited the theme of
Singer From Puryear
NBC's Flip
ooster preparedness; Mrs. Roy tions concerning this tax and the General Federation of WOWilso
:
puryesingS
oisPeCia
e
teirceiorm
e:
ir01;andyee
On
its
National
Video
effect on various groups
.*,A. Wesson, Gilbertsvilie, legissha
vi
:
io
uol
r
iss
one
n
rDe
Clubs,
"Individual
men's
M
InywgSuehreerassentsonf
datioe; Mrs. James Dawson, Pa- living in Murray and Calloway volvement," and the theme of (Continued From Pogo Orog
A national television audieece
ducale publications; Mrs. Frank County.
the Kentucky Federation, 'PriMonday
HEADQUARTERS
night saw Jackie De
MONEY
area
fights
Saigon
TuesdayNagel, Paducah, scholarship;
vileges and Responsibilities of
and
comedian
Shannon, recoreing artist who Williams
miles
west
of
one
16
Saigon
in
Mrs. James Tucker, Kirksey, ex(1) What about professional
Phone 753-262.1
an Jonothan Winters,
506 W. Main Street
cepticoal child; Mrs. Carl Wat- and self-employed people whose Freedom," as being a,ppropirate which U.S. paratroopers killed was born in Puryear, sing
for
the
background
themes
as
five
guerrillas
without
a
loss,
kins, Paducah, parent and fam- income is not paid by a firm or
• aasaasassaassoayaaysassay syaawavya. assasoas
the other 40 miles to the north- saassa.asavsaaso aaaa a
ily life; Mrs. Herman Harring- institution? Or those whose in- evening's program.
The invocation for the even- east where Communist attack- /
ton, Calvert City, high school come is from investments in
Mrs. Henry ers killed five Americans and
service; Mrs. Eugene O'Daniel, real estate or stocks and bonds? ing -was offered by
the special mu- wounded two without a lose of
Gilbertsville, reading and li- How does the city propose to McKenzie, and
by Mrs. Ver- their owie
brary; Mrs. Norman Blakely, collect this tax without increas- sic was presented
non Shown accompanied by Mrs.
The fight west of the city
Paducah, pre - school; Mrs. ed collection cost? Will these
John C. Winter.
involved troops of the U.S. 82nd
people pay the same on their
Mrs. Keller announced the Airborne Division 3rd Brigade, I
/
income as the employed man
appointment of Mrs. Bethel scheduled to be withdrawn /
\N.,
will?
• ••••eeeeeee..\ew..."...\\*.s.• e••••00... ......\\\\\\\•••••\\\\\••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••,
/
Richardson as the club's first from Vietnam by Dec. 15 un- /
(2) What about residents liv/
Mrs. John der President Nixon's plan to 1
and
vice-president
e
ing in Murray who are employ•
STOKELY'S
as the new club auditor. pull out another 35,000 troops.
a
ed outside Murray and Calloway Nanny
•
reminded the club memViet Cong and North Vietna
County? What about residents She
.
S.
bers of the Kentucky Federa- mese soldiers shelled 12 allied
/
whose employer is outside the
e
a
meeting next Monday and towns and bases overnight, mili- i
state? As I interpreted the ar- tion
/
Owensboro and the tary spokesmen said, with no
Tuesday
in
PETER
PAN
_
*
,
ticle in your paper, the tax was
istrict meeting on Oc- major damages or casualties re- /
15:2!>
e
NEW YORK (UPI}Stocks
Smooth or Crunchy
46 i r /.
an occupational tax on those first
cans $100
/
/
__--r--_,%'
at the Irvin Cobb in ported. A terrorist grenade kill- /
today
in
higher
slightly
Opened
,
call
for
of us fortunate enough to be tober 23
Paducah. Mrs. Matt Sparkman, ed three civilians and wounded I
111110aerately active trading.
employed in the city of Murray.
second vice-president, will be four Tuesday in a restaurant at
I
1 t^"
'"'
' Shortly after the opening, the
111-oz.
_
(3) Is it really equitable for
•
UPI
'
marketwide indicator those people who live outside in charge of transporting the Duc Ton, 60 miles southwest
PeterFor
GLEN VALLEY
Showed a gain of 0.26 per cent Murray to be taxed by the city club arts and crafts to the Pa- of Saigon.
.3
.03
ducah
meeting.
on 309 issues crossing the tape. when they cannot veto in the
Far to the north U.S. 1357
The recording secretary, Mrs.
bombers increased to 12 the
There were 127 advances, and city? This is taxation without
John Gregory, reported on the
number of missions they have
93 declines.
representation which in times success of last
e
year's tutoring
SWEET SUE - 24-oz. can
flown since Sunday against tar- ,
Steels generally showed a past has resulted in tea parties. service conducted
/
at Austin gets
just below the DemilitaIn summary, I repeat, the school,
steady tone, while aircrafts
which benefitted twenty7 oz
edged higher. Chemicals were city of Murray needs addition- six children. The service will rized Zone DMZ, where U. S.
al revenue. Inflation has been
11.29)
be offered again this year, be- Marines shut down three gun
a
a
In the steel group, Bethlehem 'list as serious, if not more so, ginning October 9 and contin- bases during the weekend.
e
LIPTON'S
BOWL
r units of local government uing
Military
spokesmen
said
at
eased % to 294.
until the end of April. The
it has been for consumers
Martin Marietta moved up le
club will furnish bath volunteer least 1,100 tons of bombs have
and
businessmen.
Realizing the tutors and refreshments for the been dropped from the B52s in
to 19% among the aerospace
the past three days, covering
Issues. United Aircraft rained need for additional money, I pr:grzm.
a
raise these three questions.
-.-...DEODORIZIN
G
DEODORIZING
5/ to 46
Mrs. Gregory urged interest- the withdrawal of the Marines,
who also are part of Nixon's /
In the chemicals, Allied
ed
members
and
citizens
to
a
pare:
Chemical addeel-lioato 2.374.„but (1) Have other poesibilatie's ticipate in the tutoring service 35,000-man cutback.
of raising needed revenuer keen
4
Du Pont dipped % to 120.
and
announced
that
volunteers
o_
/
fully considered/
Pizza
should contact Mrs. Maybury
Standard Oil of California
FRANCO-AMERICAN
- Beef, Chicken, Mushroom
o
1
professional
perAmerican Beauty
(2) Have the
dipped le to 58, with Mobil sonnel living within the area at the Superintendent's Office.
Jersey been contacted by the propon- Pre-service training days for tuto 551si
down le
Standard picked up /
1
2to 70%. ents of this tax in order to con- tors will be September 30 anc
In the electronics General sider all possible alternatives? October 7.
Before adjourning the meet- (Continued From Pogo Ono)
Electric rose % to 86/., Sperry
/
(3) If this measure is enact•
Rand % to 45% and Fairchild ed will it help Murray and ing, Mrs. Keller expressed apFROM BIG c?)
/
ROLL
BIG
preciation
to
Mrs.
Humphrey
I
Camera /
1
2 to 79%. RCA added Calloway County attract new
tire wings of the party in th
Key and Mrs. Clifton Key for Senate.
% to 41%. On the losing side industry?
the table decorations and to
Second Term
was Westinghouse off k at
From newspaper coverage I the
e
Kapa and Home Department,
/
IBM
down 3h1 to would have to answer these
Scott, who will be 60 on Nov
56%, and
Richeliew
e
KANO
hostesses for the dinner.
11, is a veteran of political in
356/
1
2.
three questions, "no."
CEREAL
&
IRON
VITAMIN
Alaskan
fighting who is nearing th
General Motors eased % to
Sincerely,
end of his second Senate term
74%, but Chrysler gained %
Howard C. Giles
He previously served eight
Call $298
to 38%, and Ford lei to 45%. HSG:mwo
terms in the House. lie is ale
Hospital Report
a former GOP national chair
R
man.
Although
he
describes
himADULTS 97
4
self as a moderate Scott's backNURSERY 6
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U.S. Bombers

Murray Loan Co.

. SWA

Today's
Stock Market

MARKET

HAWAIIAN
PUNCH

,

FRUIT COCKTAIL____ 3 ''':;:' 890 ,
,i,

3

CHICKEN 'IN DUMPLINGS 53

-___------ SPRAY

3(.,1)",.• 49

GRAVIES__

.

NEW

GOURMET FOODS
King

39'

4 .
*

Richeliew
Fancy Long Grain

TELEVISION SCHEDULE

.,;

Rice

27

,
,
Towels
3 t:. slw ,,

:-.ARNATION

HOT COCOA MIX pkg. 10° '
,,,
,
*

; Watermelon Rinds - - - zIW

Cooking
'
, Sauce Newburgh
,

MEATS

,
,
,
,
,
,
,
,
,

*

Rib

RI

69 STEAKS - - - - -

Sherry

SLAB BACON _ .._

,

• Portuguese Sardines- -430

Spice Island
,
, Red or White

35

,

Garlic Spread -4
or

,

and
Mice

lb. - _

..69 ;

BOLOGNA - — - - lb.— - 5R

Wine Vinegar

.,i,

,
,
,
,
,
,

Sliced

% Richeliew
,
, Skinless, Boneless
,

te:".

,,

,
,

, Richeliew
,
,
, Spiced

,

89'

GALA

Crabmeat

-GE

•
,
,,,
CLEANER _ _ _ 49e ,
_
CLEANER
,
TOMATOES __ __ __ __ 2(= 35' =
,

i MAIN COURSE DINNERS ,
ci., tillEESE PIZZA _ _ _ _ 59

Republicans

,
,
,
,
,
,•

EANUT
2,5 ' ,— -- BUTTER
_2
...

; PEAS__

5

PAGE

or

WIENERS _ _ _. 12-oz.

AIR

SIDE PORK _ _ _ _

59 , 15

Lux Liquid

., Drive

590

.690

Flour

1Av.,O

t

•

—

FC

1

1

B1

1
ti a
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!NE FOODS FOR FINE FOLKSIOMIn(111;,
P.M.
OPEN TI1.9

PURE

GROUND
BEEFLB 39c

!ean and untrailing the
irogram, but
r. Criticism
like thunder.

re
kit0

:TERS
3-2621

ARMOUR STAR
BROAD BREASTED

FIELDS OLD FASHIONED

F?ouriii*

SAUSAGE 2LB $1.09
59

TURKEYS
Lb 49C

FIELDS

LB

RELA
X!
Eggs aren't

getting smaller
it's just that

.N2PC

10-12 Lb. Average

BEEF..TENDEREST BEEF IN TOWN
BOILING

G\ARMOUR

WHOLE

ROUND
STEAK
LB $1.0

890
('all'.

oz 89'
49°
89°

(3.0:. 350
ROLL

IA
wels
$1®

BABY
FOOD

39c

BEEF
29

CHICKEN

- LIVERS

LB. 59C.

N

12 Oz. Pkg.

„THRILL

59t

59e

FREE!
5 Lb. Of
Sugar Free With
Purchase Of
6 G. E. Light
eutbs at Reg.
Price.

PAL

KING SIZE

Shrinks
Less!

BACON

LB

LB.

Peanut Butter
L. 84
FARM FRESH PRODUCE

Beef, Turkey, Chicken

T V DINNERS (ALL KINDS)

Ea.

LB-100

SWEET POTATOES
POLE BEANS

2/39C

BANQUET

39c

LB. 250

YELLOW

3 L.13.E4

RED
11I°NS

& MINUTE MAID

POTATOES.
CAULIFLOWER LARGE HEAD
TOKAY GRAPES

12 Oz. Can cct
. utigi

FROSTY ACRES
20 Oz. Bag

RICHTEX

-99C

GIZZARDS

PORK
CHOPS
594

FROZEN FOODS

BANQUET

CUT CORN

MEP

LB.

CHICKEN

ANGLER PINK

ORANGE JUICE

)kg. 10°

27c

COOKIES
140z.39
SALMON
160z 15t

4 OZ JAR 1C

POT PIES

t,13-

KEEBL ER COCONUT CHOCOLATE DROP

GERBERS
STRAINED
7
_ $1.29)

FRYERS-

MiraCure6
Bacon

(it\.)*Ps

1/4 LOIN

CHARM1N

ShorteningB 59
MOON KIST UNSWEETENED

Grapefruit Juice
39t

33c

NIBLETS GOLDEN
WHOLE KERNEL

MAXIM COUPON
••••••••.• •••••IMO 0.0.• Oa. .11.11.4.11 a.
•

McCORMICK BLACK

PEPPER

CORN

WITH THIS COUPON WHEN
YOU BUY A
4 OZ. JAR OF

Vacuum Packed

MAXIM
JOHNSONS GROCERY

FREEZE-DRIED
COFFEE

AT

4

LB. BO

COUPON

save
200
NAPKINS
60 Ct.

Ea. 490

•-•-• •-• *-0.• aa• ah... • • • ••

•

JOHNSONS

10 L8.490

WITH
COUPON

40z.

33t

OS AGE

PEACHES
2, can 4/99

2/21
DOG
WHIP CHEESE
COFFEE CRISCO NCH
FOOD JELLY MEAL OLEO
55
LB 65 3.0z 13
550 24
$1.09 1.29 80.29C
DO
DRY
MILK
CATSU
P
Cracke
rs
or
BEANS GREENS
FOOD
SPAGETTI
210
31
9
$1.99
OIL

S.

ONE COUPON PER FAMILY • OFFER EXPIRES Ses.L.3941m..

460Z.

FOLGERS

OZ. JAR ONLY 14

SALAD DRESSING

12 0,.2
/
4
90
KRAFT GRAPE

VELVEETA

SUNFLOWER

PARKAY

KRAFT

WHITE

/ Ur

elf Rising
bs.

qt.

BUSH
CUT GREEN

BUSH
CHOPPED TURNIP

CARNATION

10 LB

2 LB

RED CROSS

5 LB.

TONY

FLAVOR KIST

LB.

TOMATO

4ACARONI

Non-Fat

#3032/35

AMERICAN BEAUTY

303can2/21

20 Qt.

7 Oz.

int

300 Can

LB

20 OZ.
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Coil
Stra

WOULDN'T YOU RATHER HAVE BRANDS
YOU KNOW?

THEY SURE DO HAVE THE REST

FOOD VALUES IF
7 Al TO 9P.M.
DAYS A WEEK

CALLOWAY COUNTY ITll
6000 FOOD FOR YEARS

YOU'LL FIND VARIETY GALORE IN OUR DEPARTMENT OF

FigLOZZEN FICK:ola
__
2 FOR 35°
FfiralEAfire EAS _ _
_3 c_°279°
CREAMAcresPIES 14..
_ ,00z 2 FOR 39°
CUT
39'
kir
980
FrostySlsREAKS -10-oz pkg

Norton

Isluii
COOKIES
ut-39O

CHOICE
EAT
ING
FROM
CHOICE
BEEF

pkg.

_ —11-0Z•

DINNERS (Excluding Ham)

2111.

BULL HEM) OYSTERS _
MARTHA WHITE

FLOUR
Plain and Self-Rising
S-lb. bag

8 oz can

'Cli N-r-Cri-IBEta19206

oma
It is th
all right
concern 1
Defendi
Ohio Sta
challenge'
starting ,
SoutherR,

U.S. CHOICE BEEF

(Continue

U.S. Choice Beef SHOULDER

ROAST

lb

Boneless

otRoastib790

BRYAN BROS.- 1-1b. pkg.
FAVORITE BRAND
Sliced

rey 1-Meat
12-oz. pkg.

BACON 59C

APPLEJELLY
yT.- 3 Irc'R 89°

Lean Fresh GROUND

HAMBURGER 2 89c

490

earb. eaty
SPARE

DEL MONTE ROUND-UP SALE
FANCY

FRESH CUT UP CHICKEN PARTS

TUNA
64-02- can

3

CATSUP
14-oz. Bottle

sip°

23t

BREAST
LEGS & THIGHS
WINGS
NECKS & BACKS
LIVERS
' GIZZARDS

DEL MONTE ROUND-UP SALE

lb. 59e
lb. 494
lb. 29e
lb. 10*
lb. 79*
lb. 39*

PEACHALVH ES

ICE MILK

OMA ToEs

IlIonte
et,000
,

EGETABLE SHORTENINGG

NOWDRIFT_ _ ca. _ 65

rl

DRINKS

2/
1
2 size
29°

DEL MONTE ROUND-UP SALE
•0!!! ,
gV

FOLGER'S - 1-1b. tin

COFFEE

15-oz can

27.72

Jonathan Red Cooking

APPLES

3/$1.00

trouble.
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edged Se
took
a
Chicago 4
In
thE
Montr eal
New Yort
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4-3, AU
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beat San
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Dowell, th
and the 32
Carl Ya
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Conigliaro
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was the 2C
f
e him
er for
ottlemyr I
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Minnesol
in three rl
help Dave
for his 1
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tired after
Hall work
and Ron P
ninth to r
Veter
pinch-tilt
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two-run he
score in
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by
Gerr
Rookie Fr
eight hits
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temporary
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Chicago. J
allowed 10
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victory.
In the
Jackson
smacked
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Oakland 5
son's 47th
tying him
brew for t
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FRISKIES - Kidney & Meat Flavor

FOOD

By J(
Ul
What (
have this
Saturday
and their
their bes
Stanforl
21. Flor
Purdue t

Nall=aIM

- — 4-lb. bag

49°

Large Stalk

15°

GI

Fresh Crispy Michigan

Mond,

_

10 lb bag

49°

Che
Thescl

Sirl,
Wedn

All
Thurs

Buy Nationally Advertised
Brands and Save!!
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Frida
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MJPER nnAliblifT
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College Football Teams Are
BOWLING
Strong On Offense This Year STANDINGS

&
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Mets Clinch

CASTRO TOUCHEE

WEDNESDAY

SOUTHERN SIDELINES

Quarterback Sneak Could Be
Turning Point For Dudish

SEPTEMBER 44. 1969
The play certainly was a
much-needed shot in the arm
for Dudish. A high school sensation, he has been plagued by '
a shoulder injury and persoeal
problems and played poorly
both as a freshman and in the
spring.
•
He was kicked off the team.;
Last winter, reinstated for the::
spring drills, almost skipped
:
:
the summer classes he needed..
to become eligible this fall and't
was demoted to the "B" team :
earlier this month.
But when Jack Williams, the
man figured to start at quarterback, suffered a shoulder injury in practice, Carson knew
he had to go with Dudish.
"He made a lot of mistakes
Saturday, that's to be expected
of a sophomore starting his .
first varsity game," Carson:
said. "But, I don't believe we
could have won the game with-)
out him."
How about the fumble?
"I couldn't believe it," Carson replied. "I stood there stuu-1
ned. It was like a blow in the
stomach. It couldn't be— yet
there it was,"
Looking back, Carson agreed
that the subsequent recovery
and score was a turning point
in Dudish's career.
"People have expected so
much of him after all the publicity that he has been under
tremendous pressure," Carson -said. "There were a lot of people who were dawn on him, but
I was never one of them.
"I knew that if we wanted to win, We'd have to stick with .
him. I'm just grateful things
turned out like they did."

NEW YORK (UPI)—Three
(Continuod Fromm Sports Pogo)
current
national champions
tomorrow, fellows, because head the United States team
that's when the big party's which will participate in th
(Continued' From Sports Page) going to be," one Met player world fencing championships at
By JOHN JEANSONNE.
saki.
Havana,
Cuba, Oct. 2-13,
with junior Clarence Davis, the Red Birds
1825
UPI Sports Writer
No
one
is doing any marking the first time this
man
who replaced 0. J.
High
Team Goma (HG)
That last splurge appeared
By DAVID MOFFIT
What college football teams
celebrating yet in the Western country has sent at anthletic
Simpson, and survived a lost Spares
800
wasted when, with fourth and
UPI Sports Writer
have this year isooffense, and period scare
the team to Cuba since the Castro
even
Division,
either,
not
by Nebraska to Turtles
goal at the SMU 1, Dudish
Atlanta Braves, who climbed government took power.
Saturday the magnificent men beat the
Cornhuskers 31-21.
Strikes
the ball!
dropped
ATLANTA
(UPI)
—
it
goes
rout
and their scoring machines did
into
first
place
with
a 10-2
The three titlists are Ruth
High Team 3 Games (HC)
Halfback Charlie Pittman ran
The boos rose in crescendo;
In the record book as a simple
of
San
the
The
their best.
Astros.
Houston
White
of
the
U.S.
Baltimore,
for touchdowns the first two Spare*
23113
then changed to cheers as Duone-yard touchdown plunge,
Stanford 63, San Jose State times Penn
2211 Francisco Giants dropped to ladies' foil champion, Carl
State had the ball Rockets
dish grabbed the ball on the
GeorBut
Dudish,
Charles
for
21. Florida 59, Houston 34. and the Nittany Lions went on Night Owls
second,
out,
with
a
a
half-game
Borack of Los Angeles, the
2231
Purdue 42, Texas Christian 35. to overwhelm Navy, 45-22, to
5-4 loss to the San Diego mens' foil champion, and Steve gia Tech's controversial sopho- first bounce and dove into the
High Ind. Gams (SC)
58,
(liana
Netburn of New York, the epee more quarterback, the play end zone to give Tech its 24-12
Kentucky
30. maintain their streak of 20 Women:
Padres.
that beat SMU could very well victory.
Cincinnati
The
oma 48, Wisconsin 21.
third-place
champion.
200
games over the three-season Marilyn Parks
be the pivotal play of his foot- "You have to be a great
It is the year of the new high, period without a loss.
Peggy Hendon
178 Reds also made their presence
athlete to do what he did,"
ball career.
felt
race,
again
all right, and this doesn't
in
tight
the
Betty
Dixon
109
Fullback Bruce Kemp bulled
said linebacker Tommy Fraser,
Up
to
moment,
with
2:43
that
NO
concern Timothy Leary.
belting
Angeles
DodgCLAY
the
Los
PIGEON
High Ind. 3 Games (SC)
to three touchdowns and his
left in the game, Dudish, show- defensive captain of SMU. "We
ers, 6-3 and 5-2, to climb within
Defending national champion teammates intercepted six Tu- Women:
ered with publicity when he had him good. There wasn't
Ohio State was idle so the lane passes to lead Georgia to a MarllYn Parks
PHILADELPHIA (UP!)— A
488 3',2 -games of the top as the
any hole as he started to run.
sixth
their
Dodgers
dropped
challengers made the most of convincing 35-0 victory.
last-minute
Betty Dixon
intercession
by came out of high school, had
482
"I saw the ball drop but
had
afternoon.
a
frustrating
Montreal
game.
Elsewhere,
Yank Durham, manager of Joe
starting without the Buckeyes.
450
Texas relied on its strong Lagenia EiazzeLl
Midway through the final per- stayed outside because I fearsubdued the Cubs, 7-3, and the Frazier, prevented an exhibiHigh Ind. Game (SC)
Southerl California fought on running attack, boosted by
pick it up and
Philadelphia PhWies edged the ton boxing bout between the iod, his team trailing 21-17, ed he might
sophomore halfback Jim Ber- Men:
guys in the
pitch
Our
outside.
two
only
Dudish
had
completed
Noble Knight
Pittsburgh
Pirates,
4-3.
current heavyweight champion
221
telsen, to beat the California T. C. Hargrove
of five passes for a net of mi- middle went for the ball. DuIn the American League, d Cassius Clay,
214
Bears 17-0, giving the Long- Lyman Dixon
205 Boston beat the Yankees, 8-3, Frazier responded to a nus-2 yards and had fumbled dish grabbed it and jumped
horns their 10th straight win.
over everybody like a kangaHigh
Ind.
3
Games
Cleveland defeated Baltimore, hallenge from Clay for a the ball away twice.
(SC)
(Continued From Sports Pao.)
Quarterback
Bobby
The second fumble, which roo.
Scott Men:
3-1, Minnesota turned back rue-round exhibition Tuesday,
trouble.
scored two touchdowns, on runs Noble Knight
570 Kansas City, 6-2, California •ut as the fighters headed for gave SMU a scoring chance "That's where we got beat,"
In other American League of one and seven yards, to pace Jim Neale
588 nipped Seattle, 5-4, and Oakland airmont Park, Durham pulled from the Tech 31, brought a Fraser continued. "He wouldn't
action, Boston thrashed New Tennessee to a 31-0 rout of Fred Paul Stalls
538 won a doubleheader from the ck Frazier, explaining, "If chorus of boos from the crowd. have scored if he hadn't fumYork 8-3, Minnesota defeated Chattanooga, and Notre Dame T. C. Hargrove
538 Chicago White Sox, 4-3 and 5-3. ey give him (Clay) a license
But Tech Coach Bud Carson, bled,"
High Ind. Gams (HQ
Kansas City 6-2, California ripped Northwestern 35-10 on
Harry Mehre, former head
Washington and Detroit were o fight then we'll fight him, forced to discipline Dudish sevedged Seattle 5-4 and Oakland the running of Ed Ziegler and Women:
Postponed by rain.
et him get a license first, eral times in the past year for coach at Georgia and Missis224
took
a
doubleheader from Bill Parz and the passing of Joe Marilyn Parks
rules
violations, stubbornly sippi from the early '30s until
The Mets stepped to the brink ere's no other way."
Peggy Hendon
222 of baseball immortality on a
Chicago 4-3 and 5-3.
Theismann.
stuck with his sophomore— and the mid '40s and now a football
,
210 single by Bud Harrelson off
In
the
analyst for an Atlanta newsNational League, Arkansas quarterback Bill Polly Owen
it paid off.
STUDENT OF BASKETBALL
High Ind. 3 Games MC/
Montreal bested Chicago 7-3, Montgomery rambled for three
In the closing minutes of paper, wrote:
Bob Gibson with one out in the
800 Ilth inning. This delivered Ron
New York edged St. Louis 3-2, touchdowns as the razorbacks Lagenia Bewail
the final period, the 195-pound- "Dudish is a win n e r.
Peggy Hendon
V a. er from Avondale Estates, Ga. Few experienced quarterbacks
CHARLOTTESVILLE,
574
Philadelphia got by Pittsburgh rushed for 349
yards and
who
had
beat
out
a
Swoboda,
869
(UPI)— Mike Wilkes, the lead- — already exposed to more would have done more than
4-3, Atlanta
romped over smothered Oklahoma State 39-e Janie Knight
hit to deep short and advanced
High
Ind.
Game
(HC)
ing scorer for the University of pressure than most 20-year-old fall on the ball after the fumHouston 10-2 and San Diego while Oklahoma's Steve Owens
single
by
to
second
on
another
Men:
Virginia last season with a 15.7 youths— hit four of four passes
beat San Francisco 5-4.
scored four times and ran for Noble
Jerry
Grote,
ble..."
Knight
239
point
average, has withdrawn for 52 yards and carried seven
McDowell struck out six and 189 yards to spark the sooners T. C.
New
2-1,
in
York
fell
behind,
Rragrove
328
from the school basketball times for 20 yards to save the
walked none and helped his own by Wisconsin -48-21. ---- J. W.
the fifth inning when the
Stuart
team because of an accelerated Yellow Jackets from their first
cause by scoring the Indians'
unearned
scored
two
Cardinals.
High Ind. 3 Games DIO
Florida sophomore John
scholastic schedule.
first run in the third inning. Reaves and Houston senior Ken Men:
e opener defeat in 43 years.
runs, but evened it in the eighth
'Prior to losing 'Mike
After McDqwell singled, Jese Bailey each threw five touch- Noble Knight
on
Tomanie
Agee's
single,
624
thought we were going to be as
Cardenal added another single down passes as the Gators Rob Darnell
612 Wayne Garrett's sacrifice and good or better than we were
and Frank
Baker
walked. whipped
Tug
Art
single.
Shamsky's
the Cougars, last Fred Paul Stale
610
last year," said team coach Bill
Orioles' starter Tom Phoebus year's national scoring chamMcGraw, who came on in the
Gibson. "Now we'll just have to (Continued From Sports Page)
walked in two runs and the pion.
eighth inning, gained credit for
wait and see our boys in action
final tally came across on ..Kansas was the only member
victory
against
three
his Itirith
before deciding how we will He also handled kickoff chor____es,
Chuck Minion's sacrifice fly. of last season's top 10 to lose as
losses.
adequately, booming a couple Into
work."
Phoebus is now 14-7. Frank Texas Tech linebackers Dennis
or
"The way the boys have
the enclopne.
Robinson homered off Mc- Lane and Denton Fox picked (Continued From
Tech travels to Murray this
Sports Page) played' they deserve to win,"
Dowell, the 450th of his career off Jayhawk passes and resaid Mets' manager Gil Hodges. CHIEF COMPLAINANT
Saturday for its second night
and the 32nd this year.
turned each 55 yards to spark job punting (they got very few "Beating a guy like Gibson is
game. Game time is 7:30.
OKLAHOMA
CITY
(UPI)—
Carl Yastrzemski hammered the Red Raiders' 38-22 upset.
chances).
great."
the
Quarterback
Len
Dawson
of
two homers for Boston to drive
Georgia Coach Vince Dooley
In other games, Michigan
Hank Aaron, hitting only .116
Tony beat Vanderbilt 42-14, Auburn named two South Carolina play- in his last 10 games, drove in Kansas City Chiefs is due to be
in
four
runs and
examined today by Dr. Don 11,
4rtd ia
Conigliaro added a solo blast to routed
Wake Forest 57-0, ers, halfback Dennis Hughes the tie-breaking run for Atlanta
help Vicente Romo to the Arizona State outlasted Minne- and guard Steve Greer, to cap- with a sixth-inning single and O'Donoghue to determine the KUBERSKI TO CELTS
victory over New York, his sota 48-26, Michigan State tain the Bulldogs in their con- brought home another with a extent of a knee injury he
suffered against Boston last
BOST ON (UPI)
Steve
eighth win of the year.
double in the ninth inning. Sunday,
stopped Washington 27-11, Mis- test with Clemson Saturday.
— BONE MEAL and BULB FOOD
Kuberski, who passed up his •
Yastrzemski's second homer sissippi roughed up Memphis
Tennessee's Doug Dickey pre- George Stone (13-9) limited
If torn ligaments are discovwas the 201st of his career and State
beat dieted a close battle between Houston to seven hits as the ered in the left knee, it could final season of qiligibility at'
284, Wyoming
Bradley to try out for pro ball,
IF him 39 this year. The Arizona 23-7 and Army downed his team and Auburn Saturday Braves won for the 12th time in
mean surgery. Dawson said he Tuesday signed a contract with
er for the Yanks was Mel New Mexico 31-14.
because the Tigers are "quite their last 15 games.
the Boston Celtics for the 1969ottlemyre, now 19-14, Joe
4
The Giants overcame a 4-1
Missouri edged Air Force 19- similar to us." His Vols went
If we didn't think it 70
Pepitone connected for his 26th 17, Alabama beat Virginia Tech through a workout of "spirit deficit only to lose in the ninth added,
season. Kuberski was a
was serious, I wouldn't be
center
with a 23.4 average at
homer for the losers.
500 N. 4th STREET
and
zip"
Tuesday.
teammate
when
former
17-13, Syracuse nipped Iowa
011ie here."
Bradley last season.
Minnesota's Rich Reese drove State 14-13, Georgia Tech upset
Auburn will start the same Brown singled home pinch
in three runs on two singles to Southern
Methodist
N - 21, players who romped over Wake runner Ron Slocum with San
help Dave Boswell get credit Grambling
winning run. Twt
downed
Morgan Forest 57 - 0 last week. The Diego's
for his 19th victory. Boswell State 30-12, South Carolina Tigers were forced indoors by walks, two hit batsmen and a
had allowed only four hits but stopped Duke 27-20, Louisiana rain, as was Georgia Tech sacrifice fly helped San Frantired after seven innings. Tom State trounced Texas A&M 35-6 Tuesday, Coach Bud Carson cisco to two runs in the seventh
Hall worked the eighth inning and UCLA humbled Pittsburgh said Tech's biggest problem is Inning and the Giants tied it in
and Ron Perranoski pitched the 42-8.
to guard against a letdown the eighth on a walk, Willie
ninth to record his 28th save.
by Baylor, which was whipped McCovey's double and an
Veteran Bubba Morton's
48-15 by Kansas City,
infield out.
pinch-hit single drove in two :HAMPION LION
Pete Rose, suddenly in
California
runs in a three-run
contention for another National
sixth inning to pace the Angels
VANCOUVER (UPI).— Jackie
League batting title, collected
over Seattle. Don Mincher's Parker has been named to STRANGER IN PARADISE
six hits, induding a two-run
two-run homer had evened the replace Jim Champion as head
homer, du r ing Cincinnati's
KITCHENER, Out. (UPI).—
score in the fourth for the coach of the British Columbia
sweep over the Dodgers to
Rugged
defenseman
Dick
ParaPilots after Jim Fregosi singled Lions for the final six games of
boost his average to .344, only
home two runs for the Angels the Canadian Football League dise has signed a contract with two points behind the injured
York
Rangers,
New
the
the
in the first. Run-scoring singles season.
first American-born player to Cleon Jones of New York,
by
Gerry
McNertney
and
Champion, who had been with do so with the National Hockey Wayne Granger preserved GerRookie Fred Stanley, who has the Lions since 1967 after
ry Arrigo's victory in the
eight hits in 19 major league at- serving as an assistant coach League club in nine years.
nightcap and at the same time
The
23-year-old
Paradise,
bats, had given the Pilots a with the St. Louis Cardinals,
set a National League record
St.
Paul,
Minn.,
from
compiled
temporary lead in the sixth.
was fired. Tuesday by team 244 penalty minutes in 72 with his 85th appearance of the
Oakland rookie Bob Brooks president
Allan McEachern.
season.
blasted a two-run homer in the Parker had been an assistant games with the Johnston Jets
Rusty Staub hlt a two-run
last
League
Eastern
the
sixth and Ted Kubiak singled coach under Champion with the of
homer and Ron Fairly added a
formerly
season.
He
attended
first
to
give
home a run in the
Lions.
blast to
solo
back
Bill
the University of Minnesota.
the A's the first-game win over
Stoneman's six-hitter in MonChicago, Jim "Catfish" Hunter
treal's victory over Chicago and
allowed 10 hits in 8 1-3 innings BOSLEY FLIES TO FALCONS
Richie Allen drove in two of
AND
SCRATCHING
OFF
but received credit for his Ilth
Philadelphia's runs at Pitvictory.
ATLANTA (UPI) — Bruce
ARCADIA, Calif. (UPI)— A tsburgh with a double and a
Bosley, a center-linebacker with labor dispute has forced cancel- sacrifice fly.
nightcap, Reggie
In the
San Francisco for 14 years, has lation of the scheduled 20-day
Jackson and Tito Francona
been claimed on waivers by the
ST. LOUIS (UPI)—Ha I I of
smacked solo homers and Juan Atlanta Falcons of the National meeting of the Oaktree Racing
Famer Stan Muaial says he holds
Pizzaro hurled five scoreless Football League. Bosley, a Association at Santa Anita.
The meet was scheduled to one record in baseball that "a lot
innings in relief to provide an former West Virginia star, will
begin Oct. 3 but management of people don't know about.'
Oakland sweep. It was Jackcenter
to
be used as a backup
'Sure, I hold the record for
son's 47th homer of the year, second-Year man Jim Ferguson. was unable to reach a wage
with
parimutuel the most base hits and most
tying him with Harmon Kale. Rookie Jeff Van Note was agreement
brew for the major league lead. dropped by Atlanta to make clerks and building service timesjj hat," Musial said. "But
I alsXhold the record for the
Pizzaro, now 4-4, was making room for the 35-year-old Bosley. unions.
most outs."
his debut with the A's.

79r

McDowell

Tech Must

Ray Says

Tulips - Daffodils

Hyacinths - Crocus
<4`

47

"Top Size Only"

SHIRLEY GARDEN CENTER

GENO'S ITALIAN RESTAURANT
and STEAK HOUSE
WEEKLY SPECIALS FOR FALL SEMESTER
Monday

Cheese Pizza, Reg. 1 1.50

'1.25

Tuesday

'1.49

Sirloin Strip Steak
Wednesday . . .

All the Spaghetti you can eat _ _ '1.00
Thursday

Ground Sirloin Steak, Reg. $1.39 99e
Friday

Delivery Special

$1.00

5 Hamburgers
Every Friday and Saturday Night

4:10 11-341

"LIVE MUSIC"
Featuring The Frank Pazullo Trio
1302 Chestnut Street Dixieland Shopping Center
753-4150
FREE DELIVERY -

11wEIViaD TO UV AGAIN Placed in a museum in Ickworth.
England. following a crash In 1966, the late Donald Campbell's famous turbine racer. Bluebird, is undergoing repairs
for another possible attemplon the world land speed record
for wheel-driven ears. Californian Robert Summers, holds
.the ireord of 409 miles an.liour.

•
•
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Broadway
By JACK GAYER
UPI Drama Editor
NEW

YORK

(UPI)- The

early September

setback in the
NEW YORK (UPI)-There is
market appears to have been a
reviving
in
interest
increasing
an
"perfectly normal correction
American plays, especially comwithin a necessary base buildedies, of the 1920s, 1930s and ing
pattern", says Hayden,
1940s.
Stone Inc. A lack of buying
is
manifestation
The latest
demand seemed more responsithe announcement of the 1969- ble
for the slump than any
70 schedule of the Repertory
aggressive selling pressure, the
The
Center.
Lincoln
Theater of
firm adds. A supporting cushion
first production, to open Nov. 6,
seems to be gradually forming
will be William Saroyan's "The
Time of Your L"1939. The
last of the four attractions to be
presented will be the George S.
Kaufman-Marc Connelly "Beggar
on Horseback," 1924. It will
open next May 14,
Previously, T. Edward Hamthat his
announced
bleton
Phoenix Theater group will reChase's
Coyle
Mary
vive
"Harvey," 1944, early next year
with Helen Hayes and James
Stewart in the top roles.
Some of this interest in the
old comedies was aroused during
the past spring and early summer
by a Broadway revival of "The
Front Page" of 1928 by Ben
Hecht and Charles MacArthur.
It was popular but various circumstances made a limited engagement necessary.
This has resulted in a different management deciding to
pick up the pieces of that revival
and reopen it Oct. 18 with a
number of members of last
spring's cast-notably Robert
MOON ROCKET--The. Saturn V rocket rests on its Complex
39A launch pad, about ready to launch the three Apollo 12
astronauts Moonward come mid-November. The rocket is
363 feet high and made the 3.5-mile trip from the Assembly
Building at Cape Kennedy at speeds up to one mile per hour.
It is a 12.8-million pound load for the - transporter.

P

111101

GREEN BERETS DEFENDER—New York attorney Henry Rothblatt (left) tells reporters in Saigon that he will oppose any
military attempt to close trial of the six Green Berets accused of murdering a South Vietnamese civilian. He represents three of the accused
(R‘idiophotoi

MURRAY. KENTUCKY

within the 800-820 Dow lone
area and the odds now seem
better than 50-50 that any
additional testing period will be
successful, it adds.
--About the best that can be
expected of the market at this
point, barring some dramatic
good news, is a continuation of
backing and filling movement
between the 800 and 840 levels
which could extend over several
weeks, according to Goodbody
& Co. From this a solid base
could emerge after tax-loss
selling is completed and the
prospect of some easing in
monetary policy draws closer,
the firm says.

father Aloysius Rittman.

CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN

oil companies holding Nort
Slope Alaskan acreage would
have been bid up substantially
over current levels, Reynolds &
Co. believes. As it is, the
general slide of stock prices
witnessed during the 1969 bear
market to date has dampened
enthusiasm for shares of the
group, and the new buying
interest evidenced since the
lease sale has been followed by
normal profit taking the firm
says.

NEW YORK (UPI)- Authorities warn that the sting of a
wasp or hornet could be fatal
The Greater New York Safety
Council says persons who suffer
a severe reaction to such a sting
should seek quick aid. Reactions
include continued pain, heat
throughout the body, aching
joints and the appearance of

PO

NEW ROOF
Kies Fibratet
num. Let um
to apply, bow
does the Job
'quart foot. A
ial 30 gallon i
es Paint Stot

hives.
Help wanted
HOLLYWOOD (liP1) - Producers Carlo Ponti and Martin opposite Patrick MeGoohan in
Ransohoff are searching ,for an "Tai-Pan," James Clavell's top
actress to play the feminine lead selling novel.

FOR "a job si

clean carpets
ItesaVeetric
X

SPINET PIAN
5 years to pa)
Co., your comp
across from pi
Tenn. Baldwin
gans for churi

Thousands upon thousands
of satisfied customers agree...

BRACE yours.]
first time you
to clean rugs.
shampooer $1
Store. Home o
Well".

1968 VICEROY
located at Ur
Trailer Court.
after 10:00 a. a

BOYS PANTS,
10. Girls dress(
4. Call 492-8371
28" ELECTRIC
condition. Will
753-5611.

Ryan,. Bert Convey and Harold
Kennedy.
- A new member of the cast

1969, 175 HOD
perfect conditi<
Call 753-4498.

will be the aforementioned Miss
Hayes, who, of course, is the
widow of playwright MacArthur.
They were married shortly after
the original production opened
as a Broadway hit in the fall of
1928.
In fact, Miss Hayes is quite
involved in this renewed interest
in the old plays. She was in the
estimable revival of George
Kelley's "The Show-Off," 1924,
which the APA-Phoenix Repertory Company did with such
success two years ago in New
York and on tour.

--ONE FIVE YEA
Shepard female,
ths old pups,
Call 753-3117,
fore 3 p. m.

Another one
And before "The Show-Off,"
the APA-Phoenix people had
demonstrated that another of
the old comedies could still pull
in the customers by a fine presentation of the George S. Kaufman-Moss Hart "You Can't Take
It With You;" 1936. Actually,,
that one probably gave the original impetus to the current revival fever.
It might be noted in passing
that the repertory company at
the prestigious Tyrone Guthrie
Theater in Minneapolis had success with a revival of a 1922
Kaufman - Connelly comedy,
"Merton of the Movies" in 1968.
Don't be surprised if some
other Kaufman-Connelly and
Kaufman-Hart successes of the
past find their way back to the
stage in the near future.
But back to Lincoln Center.
After "The Time of Your Life"
spans its alloted seven weeks,
the
company
will
present
Tennessee Williams' "Camino
Real" on Jan. 8. This originally
was done on Broadway in 1953.
A wry, colorful comment on
modern times, it was liked by
some, loathed by others and did
not prosper at the box office.
The Center's third production, due March 12, is a new
play by Sam Sherrd, "Operation Sidewinder,' a satire on
the current
American scene.
Controversy over certain aspects
of the play resulted in cancellation of its production at the
Yale Drama School during the
past season.

Chuck
Roast

Smoked ,
Hams
SLICED

58t
Lb. 35C
L 784

/U.S.D.A. TURKEY

indquarters
ARM CUT BONE

END

Chuck Roast

1967 HONDA IX
so two rooms I
lege boys. Phot

SHANK
PORTION

Lb.

Beef Liver

200 GOOD used
and wide treds. I
walls. Price, che
ed free. Bilbre
Home Supply, :

ARTMENT
ve.
Excellei
hone 753-1329.

FRESHLY

Ground
Chuck
Lb.

QUILTS and (it
quilted and fci
Also one afigan
one mall antim
nice aluminum
haul milk from
Call 783-8737.

790

LIQUID

Pull Shampoo
Concentrate

HAVE 4i dozen fl
for sale at 14 pric
Fulton, Ky.

NUT LEY

Margarine

S Os. Tube

1968 HILL-CREST
electric mobile I
ed living and be
ed in Coach Estat
8592.

GREER

Freestone

Meat Dinners

SIERVICES 0

WITH THIS COUPON WHEN
YOU BUY A 10 OZ. JAR OF

JANE PARKER

ONLY

MAXiNELL HOUSE®COFFEE
AT ALP FOOD STORES

39

"
-SAVE- 1 100Z. JAR ONLY $1
lit 1IOC ONE COUPON PER FAMILY OFFER

EXPIRES SAT. SEPT. 2
2
7°C:j

Hulks
(WE SE

GOLDEN RIPE

Bananas

NOTIC

REGISTER for b
taught by Sammy
man. Contact Lyr
Dance Studio 7532682.

Lb.

PRICES EFFECTIVE
THRU SAT. SEPT. 27

LDEie
0s
R RED
G
A
Opp
DELICIOUS

NEW CROP RUSSET
I

Potatoes
TEL LOV

46 OZ.
CANS

Squash
Hi, „,,
Peaches

/Your Cholcolt
SAVE
UP TO

NEW FHA CHIEF----Eugene A.
Gulledge, 49, shown at his
desk in Washington, is President Nixon's appointee its
new Federal Housing Administrator and assistant
secretary of Housing and
Urban Development. He is
a Greensboro. NC., builder,
president of the National
Association of Homebuilders

28trus%

PEIXTRAU
WILU LPIG
YHT
-1
34,
$ t1 1
. L
KE

2 LB.
BOX

MIX

COUPON
REDEEMABLE ONLY AT ALP FOOD STORES

courow IRPIIULS SAT., SEPT. 17
WITHOUT courom

2 LB. BOX SU

LIMIT I COUPON PER CUSTOMER

Gradue
Kentucky anc
Booking AU(
see you. Rea
Sales, Antiqu
Appraisals or
then call us i
HA

INSTANT

Apple Pie

After 30 Volkswagens,
Father Bittman still believes.
In the beginning, Father Aloysius Bittman bought
a bug.
That was in 1957 when he joined the staff of St.
Anthony's Indian Mission• in Mandaree, North
Dakota.
Since then, Father Bittmon has gone a long way.
In 30 Volkswagens.
Owning two or three at a time, the 8ittman
staff travels 600 miles per week in each. Over dirt
and grovel roods and in temperatures that go to
55 below.
A couple of Volkswagens ago, Father Bittmon's
'65 broke through the Garrison Reservoir ice.
"It was a good time for praying," he said.
-luckily, one 255 pound priest and one 1808
pound bug floated to safety. After the ice was
chopped away and a quick oil change, the good
father and his faithful companion were on their'way.
He was o it peeved about the oil change
though.
"It set the Mission bock $1.80," complained

Institutional investors are
holding large funds in short
term paper of various sorts
earmarked for timely commitment in common stocks rather
than in bonds or mortgages,
says W. E. Hutton 14 Co. At
present they are only "nibbling" and appear to be most
interested in "fist growth"
Issues like computers, mobile
homes, some retails, consumer
interest shares and certain
natural resource Issues than in
the more conventional stocks
having growth rates of 6 per
cent compounded or less.
In a more ebullient market
atmosphere many of the major

3 494 FCOOLFGF S
EE
L°:;984ILLUSTRATE •.
Bag

1 LII. CAN

1
0

°'0

WANTED: Studeni
two-bedroom trail
from Campus. Min
Call 753-0647.

Lb.

WENCYCLOPEDIA

1 OF THE BEST 4 IN AMERICA!

2 Lb..250 NOW ON SALE.
- 19t

G ALI" ORE
M
R
PLAIN
SELF

FLOUR
REDEEMABLE ONLY AT ASP FOOD STORES
COUPON EXPIRES SAT. SEPT. 17
WITHOUT COUPON
S LI.L
PILMATITN I5C
3if
oupo
s BP.ESREL
CF
US
RT
IS
OIM
NE
GR 654
COUPON NO. 171.36902

THE BEST ENCYCLOPEDIAS IN UP TO 14 AGE GROUP*

.w.c. Ilmeng•••••• loo Prau—,14.1
Ira' 711:r .73.,?:. -. 0•

Do Now Omit el know*Hip•

119 SO

Broad

7 644

70

Ordenoloo Junior EadT

149 90

Brood

4,093

IS

Ow Woodorlol World

IN SO

ILLUSTRATED 1V051.0 ENC./.

YES

YES
IA topical aocyclopod,a In Is
rolurnoII
Broad
21 I YES

12,000 L

Coiled! All 21 Volumes Buv A Volume A.Week

A p
49.

NOW ON SALE,

Vol.1 only NOW

ONLY
AT...

8,

LINDA PENDERGI
an operator at "
Box", 705 Chestnu
week. Wanda N
operator) and I
YOU to oall 753-713:
poi ntment

*

READY

1
The three things
I. SERVICE
2. PERFORM/
the
3. NAME BRA

COME I

LEAC1
Dixieland(
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uthora bee"
fatal.
afety
suffer
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ctions
heat
chir%
e of
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CASH FOR WOOD
NEW ROOF EASY-Apply Rr
Kies Flbrated Asphalt Altana
num. Let us show you bow sato
to apply, how it stops leaks sad
does the job for only 3 cents a
aquare foot. Ask about the mimic
lel 30 gallon drum price, Hughes Paint Store, 401 MRS. St
OeL4C

1968 BUICK LaSabre four door
sedan with factory air and power. 1966 Buick Skylark with factory air and double power.
Console in floor, bucket seats.
Cain and Taylor Gulf Station.
Corner of 6th and Main. 5-26-C

1964 FORD Fairlane station wagon. 1963 Olds 88 four door
hardtop with double Power.
Cain and Taylor Gulf Station.
Corner of Oth and Main. S-28-C
1968 PLYMOUTH four door sedan with power steering and
brakes. 1962 Chevy 11 No twodoor hardtop. Cain and Taylor
Gulf Station. Corner of 6th and
Main.

1967 CHRYSLER New Yorker
four door hardtop with factory
air and power. 1967 Chrysler
300 four door hardtop with factory air and all power. Cain and
Taylor Gulf Station. Corner of
6th and Main.
S-26-C

1.967 CAMERO. Gold with black
vinyl roof. Console in the floor.
1961 Buick Invicta with factory air and all* power. Cain
and Taylor Gulf Station. Corner of 6th and Main.
5-26-C

SPINET PIANO, new $470.00,
5 years to pay. Lonardo Piano
Co., your complete Musk Store,
across from post office, Paris,
Tenn. Baldwin Piano and Or. 1963 FORD Galaxie 500 four
gams for church or home.
door sedan. Local car. 1949
BRACE yourself for a thrill the Chevy pick-up truck. 1961 Buick
Knit time you use Blue Lustre Skylark with factory air. Two
or hardtop. Cain and Taylor
to clean rugs. Rent electric
shampooer $1. Western Auto Gulf Station. Corner of 8th and
5-26-C
Store. Home of "The Wishins Main.
Well".
S-24C 1961 OLDSMOIRLE, $100.013.
1968 VICEROY trailer, 12' x 45', 1981 Con/air, $100.00. 1960 Ford
located at University Heights $100.00. Cain and Taylor Gulf
Trailer Court. Phone 753-8291 Station. Corner of 6th and Main.
S-26-C
after 10:00 a. in.
Oct.-4C

SAFT-BILr

TIRES

Turn your woodlands into a year around cash producing
asset. The Celotex Corporation is now buying wood de
livered to their wood yard in Paris. Tenn. For more
information call or come in to see Joel Sills or Roy
Watkins. Phone (901) 642-1230.

The Celotex Corporation
P.O. Box 1090

Paris, Tenn. 38242

19011 PONTIAC four door hardtop with factory air and power.
Green with black vinyl. roof.
1966 Chevrolet Impala two door
hardtop. V-8 automatic with
power steering. Cain and Taylor Gulf Station. Corner of 6th
and Main.
S-26-C

KENTUCKY FRIED CHICKEN

1965 OLDS 88 four door hardtop with factory air and double
power. 1966 Chevy 11 Nova station wagon. Cain and Taylor
Gulf Station. Corner of 6th and
Main.
S-213-C

No experience necessary, will train you. Right young
man can grow into an excellent position. College applications welcomed. Call 753-3763 and ask for Mr. Newton
from 10:00 a.m, till 4:00 p.m. to arrange for interview.
s26c

COOKS.WANTED

DELAYS FALL TERM Waiter
Adams, acting president of
Michigan State University
in East Lansing, postponed
opening of the fall term indefinitely after 1,400 maintenanee workers rejected a
new contract. Adams said
"a university is not like a
monopolistic corporation
which can raise prices.
and
then pass the raise on to
hapless consumers."

1965 FALCON two door sedan,
automatic, 6 cylinder. 1965
Change of mind
Buick LaSabre four door seBOYS PANTS, sizes 6, 7, 8, 9,
FALMOUTH,Engiand(UPI)Van custom long
1967
FORD
dan.
Double
power.
Local car.
AUCTION SALE
10. Girls dresses and coat, she
Clive Martin, 30, arrived in Falbody. Like new. 11,000 miles.
Cain and Taylor Gulf Station.
4. Call 492-8374.
5-25-C
YOUNG MEN and women over AUCTION: Saturday, Septem- mouth with a small rubber boat,
Ideal for passenger hassling
Corner of 6th arid Main.
5-254
28" ELECTRIC Range, perfect Phone 753-4571.
3-26-C 18 can earn $60.00 to 8100.00 ber 27th 10 a. m. at the Mat- two paddles and the intentiQn
per week part time. Meet Mr. tie Moore home, 3 miles north- of rowing across the Atlantic.
condition. Will sell cheap. Call
1938 FORD pick-up. 1930 MoMartin at The Ken Bar Inn, west of Hazel, 1 mile east of
Then hetalked over the idea
753-5611.
S-25-C
Ford
del A
coupe. 1926 Chev13-00 p. in., Wednesday, Sep- South Pleasant Grove Church with s few seagoing experts.
1969, 175 HONDA Scrambler, rolet ton truck. Parts for MoNICE SLEEPING rooms for tember 24.
ITC This is a large sale of houseMartin promptly sold his boat
perfect condition, 4500 miles. del A. Ford. Clifford Gatrison,
boys, one block from campus.
and took -the--next bus hack to some
items,
antique
phone
and
MALE.
HELP
Icor
hold
p.
753-5429
Call 753-4498.
a.
after
wanted
at
Wiggins
S-25-P
Phone 7534425 or 753-5062.
London:
Sept. 30-C Furniture Store. Phone 753-4568 items are: 'Living room suite:
ONE FIVE YEAR OLD German
between 8:30 a. a. and 5:30 odd chairs and rockers; coffee
Shepard female, two five mon- 1960 MGA Roadster. Recent
NICE FURNISHED apartment p.m.
TIC and end tables; extra nice mi.- Golden Gate reward
ths old pups, AKC registered. paint, top and engine overhaulfor college boys. Phone 753hogany dining room suite;
SAN FRANCISCO (UN)
Call 753-3117, or 753-2856 be- ed. Good condition. Phone 7537381 days, 753-5108 after 3:00
chrome linette set; nice stove
5-25-P
fore 3 p. in.
5-25-P 7816.
TFC
htand refrigerator; 2 bedroom Motor vehicles crossed the
KENTUCKY
suites; extra nice old Jenny Golden Gate Bridge, linking Sail'
1950 FORD pick-up. V-8 enBOOMS for college boys. PriFRIED CHICKEN
1967 HONDA 90 Scrambler. Al- gine,
bedstead; nice old piano; Francisco and Marin Colulq.
Lynn
in good oondition. Phone
vate entrance. 107 North 17th
Needs Assistant Manager
) two rooms for rent to colpicture frames; fancy center ta- record number during the fiscid
753-4997.
S-26-C
Phone
753-7408
after 4:00 p. a.
Trainees
lege boys. Phone 753-2360
bles; extra fancy treadle sew- year ending June '30, 1969
TIC
Excellent Pay
S-25-P
ing machine; glass and china; according to General Manager
For Right Man
preserve stands; nice china pit- Dale I.uehring.
ROOMS for two boys. $25.00 per
College Applications
Total crosilings for the period
chers; nice old telephone; 2
month. 224 South 15th., 753Welcomed
old Victrola type record play- numbered 31,251,968, 3:17 per
5074.
5-25-C
Phone 753-3763 between
ers; 1 old Thomas Edison Grap- cent over the previous year.
200 GOOD used Urea. Regular
10:00 a. in. and 4:00 p.
h.aphone with 30 cylinder reLuehring said a one-day
and wide treds. Black and white
to arrange interview
cords, plays like new; 1 20 inch record for crossings was set Sunwalls. Price, cheap, and mount$
S-26-C
doll with china head, legs and da% . Aug. 2, when 104,996 veed free. Bllbrey's Car and
arms; Aladdin and kerosene hicles crossed the bridge. This
Home Supply, 210 East Main
10' x 32' TRAILER
lamps; stone jars and jugs; was 1,349 mere than the prevN.%
•
S-25-C
colored glass bottles; camel ious
Two Bedrooms,
high set July --412t 1968.
back trunk; wash kettle and
***
Air Conditionea
stand; lantern; milk cans; 2 old
buggy lap robes; old wagon Cockfighting in comfort
' Good Downtown Location
YOU FOLKS IN TENNESSEE ... It will pay you to
seat; also wringer type washing
QUILTS and quilt tops. Few FULL BOX springs and mattress
WANTED: Experienced wait- machine; good fuel oil stove.
M.ANILA (UPI)-In one of
quilted and few fancy ones. will metal frame, $25.00. Utility
ress. Apply in person before This is just a partial listing, we several raids on illegal gambling
BAXTER EMBREY
check on the price of these tires!
table,
$1.00.
Child's
rocker,
Also one afigan to sell. Also
Phone 753-5617 or 753-1257 1:00 p. in. No phone calls. will have all the odds and ends places in Manila police discoverone small antique trunk. Two $2.00. Platform rocker, $10.00.
5-25-C you find at any old established ed what they said they believed
Rudy's Restaurant.
After 5:00 p. in.
Two
end
tables,
$5.00.
8000
nice aluminum coolers used to
S-25-C
COUPLES wanted for part time home place. Come see and buy. to be a "first" in their annalshaul milk from barn to truck. BTU, GE air conditioner, $75.00
Phone Arthur Watts 753-9212.
full time work. No exper- For information call 435-4042. an empty cockpit inside an air
or
Call 753-8737.
S-25-C
FOX MEADOWS: The prestige
S-26-C
ience necessary. Call 753-5585. Otto Chester Auction Service, conditioned casino. Cockfights
name in mobile home living.
HAVE % dozen fine Old Violins
5-254 Lynn Grove, Kentucky, Phone are legal outside Manila on week:
Most specious lots available i
1TP ends and cockpits usually are
435-4042.
for sale at 14 price. T. J. Burke,
this area. All city utilities. Lim- FIVE COLLEGE boys needed
big, noisy and hot arenas.
Fulton, Ky.
S-25-C
ited to families. Enjoy the care- part time. Make $50.00 to 875.00
home
lomobile
of
a
free life
per week. Terrific opportunity.
1968 HILL-CREST 12' x 60' all
Phone 753-5862
Corner of Sixth & Main
cated in the best of suburban See Mr. Lewis at the Ken Bar
The U.S. Coast Guard was Fatal barrel
MAKE A RUG, braided nylon
electric mobile home. Carpet- wool,
locations. Phone 753-3855 for Inn, Wednesday, September 24, established Aug. 4, 1790.
KINGSVILLE, Tex. (UPI)ready to be put together.
ed living and bedroom. Locatreservations. Office at 104 8:00 p. in.
A local woman asked a highway
Young evergreens for landscap1TC
•
*
•
ed in Coach Estates. Phone 753S-26-C
South 9th.
ing. Phone 753-5954 after five
maintenance foreman to move
SC p. in.
WANTED: A clean-Up and LuKentucky Lake has the long- a roadside litter barrel farther
S-26-C
ROOKS for college boys. Air- brication man and a experien- est shoreline
of any man-made away- from her home.
conditioned, private entrance. ced auto mechanic. Apply in lake in the
world-more than
"Every time we get a new
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
Call
2 blocks from University.
person to Red Seaford, Service 2,380 miles.
dog it gets killed crossing the
S-24-NC
753-4828.
er,
Saunders
and
Purdom
HOUSE AND LOT. Lot size 70'
road to get over there," she said.
5-25-C
x 255'. Call between 5:00 p in
NEW VACANCY: single or don Motor Sales.
** *
The Eiffel Tower in Paris is
and 8:00 p. m., 753-3036, J. W.
ble rooms for boys, refrigerat- ANTED: Waitress, janitor
"AUCTION"
Forest
fire
toll
984
feet
high
plus
a 20-foot
Coleman.
S-29-P
or. One block from campos. nd cook. Phone 7534953.
Graduate Auctioneer - Licensed and Banded
less in Texas
television antenna.
Private parking. Phone 753S-29-C
Kentucky and Tennessee. Call Paris 642-4543 COLLECT.
FOR SAL
or Trade: New NEWLY decorated 3-room cotCOLLEGE STATION, Tex.
***
0-1
6243.
three-bedroom brick home. Ex- tage, air conditioned, electric
Booking AUCTIONS now in Kentucky. Let us come to
(UPI)-Forest fires reported in
ceptionally nice with 2000 feet heat. Two blocks from college, MODERN furnished apartmen
Denmark became a member Texas during 1968 burned 9,187
see you. Real Estate at Auction. Farm and Livestock
of living space. It has all the couples only. Call 753-1589.
Y. block from campus. Paneled
of the United Nations Oct. 24, acres, the second smallest numSales, Antique Sales. Household and Estate Auctions,
extras, with double concrete
S-26-C air-conditioning, all electric. will. coNTRAcer new hang 1945.
Appraisals or Liquidations. Cut this AD out and keep It,
ber recorded, according to the
drive. Located in Cantlebury
Couples or faculty only. Phone General repair work and Oda
,*
*
then call us any time, You'll be glad you did.
Texas Forest Service. The most
Estates, in city school district.
753-1805.
5-24-P dons. Phone 753-3386.
fire-free year in Texas was reHASTINGS REALTY
AUCTION
TWO-BEDROOM furnished a
Phone 753-367 after 5:00 p.
The total land area of Liechtcorded in 1957, when 689 forest
Paris, Tennessee
S-25-C partrnent. All utilities furnish- TWO-BEDROOM furnished aenstein is 62 square miles.
files burned 7,812 acres.
ed. Available Oct. 1, 1969. Call partment. Ziounerman's Apart- PROFESSIONAL resides tHull, V. Hastings, Realtor, Auctioneer
Street.
alents,
Phone
South
j
ai
16th
paint
spray.
ing.
Brush,
roil,
753-5489.
S-26-C
(WE SELL THE EARTH & WHAT'S ON IT)
EIGHT-ROOM house and one or
753-6600.
5-29-C References. Free
estimates.
two large lots. Can be used as
Oct 114
duplex. 413 North Fifth Street. APARTMENT for sent. Couple
Call 753-6434.
S-25-C or one man only. Apply in perphone
REGISTER for baton classes, LOST: Black and white Boston TWO-BEDROOS: frame house son after 4:00 p. m. No
taught by Sammye Kaye Bea- Terrier, weighing about 12 lbs. on 1 acre ground, 214 miles calls Dill's Trailer Court at SMALL WARM trailer. Electric
Murray Drive-In Theatre.
man. Contact Lyndia Cochran Phone 753-7720.
heat. 838.00 per month. Phone
S-25-C east of Murray, $9,000.00. Call
5-26-C 489-3623.
Dance Studio 753-4647 or 762753-3629.
5-26-C
S-25-C
2682.
S-24-C
No Jobs to Small or Large
OWNER:
frame
Four-room
BY
BUILDING
suitable
for autc
to be Appreciated
WAecrED T.) BUY
house on large lot. Phone 753business. Four electric doors.
Free Estimates
air compressor, gas heat, exS-26-C
WANTED: Men's or Ladies used 6997.
Contact:
FEMALE HELP WANTED
cellent lighting and good locobicycle. 753-8804.
S-25-NC
tbon.
the
homes
in
Phone
finer
753-3018.
OF
the
ONE
S-25-C
AVON CALLING. Be among the
WANTED: Good used electric Murray area, on large lot 125'
first to sell our fabulous Christ- FURNISHED
LINDA PENDERGRASS is now 220 heater Phone 753-7573,
one-bedroom
upx 339'. This home has a living mas line-turn spare time into
an operator at "The Beauty
ITC room, family room and a 32 money. Act now. Cali or write. stairs apartment, extra nice,
Box", 705 Chestnut, five days
one person or couple, no chil- lletimen COO a. in. and
bed
with foot. recreation room with fire- Mrs. Evelyn L. Brown, Avon dren, twelve months lease reeek. Wanda Nance (owner WANTED. Used
51/0 a. in.
place. Also a study or sewing Mgr. Dist. 440, Shady Grove
springs
and
mattress.
Must
be
operator) and Linda invites
quired. private entrance Call
baths,
walk
three
full
room,
Marton,
Ky.
42064,
Road.
phone
good
and
clean. B. B. Dill 753you to call 753-7132 for an ap753-1249.
S-25-P
5-26-C
2930 after 4:00 p. m. S-26-C out basement, 11 large closets, 965-3363.
pointment.
electric heat arid,. central airCARS WASHED and waxed.
conditioning. The kitchen has
- Cleaned inside. Call 753-1325
GE built-in appliances and
S-24-C
there is a second kitchen in
- WILL DO baby sitting In my
the basement for entertaininv,
home, day or night. ExperienThe lower level of this house
ced. Phone 753-5625.
5-25-C
could be used as an apartment
The three things to look for in buying a Color TV:
for that in-law or rented out to
1. SERVICE - Bob Randolph.
provide extra income. There is
2. PERFORMANCE
Only total automatic color en
expansion room for two or
three more bedrooms. The yard
the market.
is beautifully landscaped and
3. NAME BRAND Magnavox.
EMPLOYMENT WANTED: Dethere is a large garden spot.
pendable mature man experienWE HAVE ALL THREE!
Shown by appointment only.
ced business manager, office .
COME BY AND LET US SHOW YOU
Call 753-3903.
S-26-C
manager, personal
director:
WHAT WE HAVE
Write P. 0. Box 32-A, Murray,
MODERN HOUSE with 30 acs
5-25-P
ILY•
of lane Loected in the l'rovi"OPERATION INTERCEPT," to stem the flow of marijuana And
Deland Center
Chestnut Street
dence area. Call after 4 00 o m.
other drugs from Mexico into the U.S.. produced these
LIGHT
HAULING.
Call
after
753-7575
Telephone
Phone 753-7575
Center
Dixieland
492-8336.
5-30-P
jam-ups at Tijuana. near the American border
4:00 p. in., 753-7174.
5-29-C

Fiberglass Belts Stabilize the Tread
Polyester Cord Runs Smooth and Cool
Safety Stop Treadwear Indicators

-Pike Design
---rincuriou-s Turn

,„

oragefot"

FOR RENT

EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTORS

CAIN & TAYLOR
GULF STATION

See Our Selection of Fine Used Cars

BLACK TOPPAVIN5
A. Z. FARLEY
Phone 753-5502

W

READY TO BUY A COLOR TV?

GUITAR LESSONS

*2.00 Per Lesson - Sign Up Now!

LEACH'S MUSIC ik T.V.

LEACH'S MUSIC & TV

&
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Remodeler tells
of a nightmare
remodeling project?
By DOROTHEA M' BROOKS
But consider the weekend
NEW YORK (UPI) — You've
heard it all before -- the that brought the episode of the
re m o d eler's version of Mr. sun kitchen windows all installed
Eilanding's Dream House. But -- and all the wrong windows.
you have the most wonderful The problem was rectified (at
old house in mind -- great
location, just needs a little work, additional coat) but, forever,
Lew will know, even if no one
and you've planned carefully.
Of course, you expect there else notices, that the panes of
will be a few snafus along the glass in the bank of windows at
way, but these traumatic tales the left are just a bit smaller
your friends tell; they're just than those in the bank at the
dramatizing for effect. Maybe, back.
but don't bet on it!
Then came, on succeeding
Major remodeling either of weekends, "having the front
the house you live in, or that door reset three times; changing
great buy you've snagged -- can the dining room into library and
be worthwhile and rewarding. rear living room into dining
but only in the planning and in room (after the walls had been
retrospect, never during put in, of course); moving the
Without exhaustive planning ant closet in the entry way so guests
preparation; without unlimited didn't walk right into it;
patience and adequate resources deciding against a sunken bath
it can approach the catastrophic but adding a step around the
This story is told not tc new standard-type tub to the
discourage -- no one could dc complete bewilderment of the
that anyway -- but to forewarn. contractor. "(I had seen it in an
It is a true story, without old Gloria Swanson movie.)"
exaggeration. In fact, in the
Still not a real problem in the
retelling to fit the limitations of lot?
space, it loses the drama and
Then Lew asked the
shock of the week-to-week cliff contractor to give him an
hanger that it was for the young estimate for an entirely new
man who lived through -- and baseboard hot water heating
paid for -- it.
system. "I arrived in the country
He's an energetic, enthusiastic the following weekend expecting
young man, a former co-worker, to find he hadn't had time to get
particularly well suited for a up the estimate for me, but
venture of this type. He loves would get to it as soon as he
the country and he enjoyed his could. No, he was more efficient
little $13,000 red cottage by a than that, by golly. An entire
stream enough to commute five $4,000 heating system was
hours daily, winter and summer installed and ready to go.
for five years -- and he still a Efficiency!!
bachelor!
"In the cool of Sunday
As with at least 90 per cent morning," Lew relates, "I
of all homeowners, his venture decided that, although I could
began with "the mortgage." It make the contractor remove the
began in 1966 — the year system - I had signed nothing remembered not for its spring I would need it eventually. Back
thaw but for the spring freeze on to the bank.
"Many anxious days later, my
money, the great credit crunch.
His plans -- carefUlty worked out mortgage was extended another
with a contractor and lawyer at $4,000. However, somewhere
there was a very
an estimate of $13,000 -- were along the way
definite breakdown in
shelved but not forgotten.
communication. I discovered a
later the bank assumed a
Came 1968. He resubmitted month
of this $4,000 was
chunk
good
his mortgage application. The
going to remodel the lower level
newspapers warned apin of
of the house -- a project planned
"tight money, perhaps worse
for the following spring, maybe.
than 1966." But President
The bank was firm. Their
Johnson pushed through his 10 evaluation of the house included
per cent surtax. Lew figured a the lower level and they would
not release the $4,000 until it
surtax a small price to pay for was completed.
his mortgage.
"Since the bank would not
Of course, with a change in
release the $4,000 I had already
contractors, the estimate for the
spent until I spent
work now came to $26,000. approximately $5,000
-Yes, double! But," explained more ... you get the picture."
Lew, "I was sure I would get a
This, too, was worked out.
'quality' job and I also was sure
The contraCtor loaned Lew
the first man would have hooked
$3,000; he came up with
me for the extra $13,000 in
$2,000. And here is a good place
it
'unforseen. expenses. As
to mention that $4,000 list of
turned out, I was charged only
"extras." These included
$4,000 for extras so you see I insulation between the walls in
saved $9,000."
the living room (n.i - not
Ground was broken, or, included in original estimate);
rather, the back wall was pulled
taping plaster board (n.i.);
off, in March of 1968. Work, additional heat in crawl space so
mostly demolition, -went at a pipes to heating unit won't
steady pace for a month. Lew freeze (n.i.); wall between bath
moved into the city. He had and hall (n.i.); shower rod (n.i.).
acquired a little apartment for
"Since the hall has a huge picture
the Monday-Friday work week. window overlooking the front
for
was
now
country
The
lawn I decided I really needed
weekends. And what weekends this."
they became!
Of course, it's nearly finished
Decriptive start
now. Just the other weekend
The
simpky.
rather
It started
Lew had some friends in to
first Saturday the contractor
his new kitchen. He
celebrate
announced he intended to chop
put the steak in the broiler - and
trumpet
25-year-old
the
down
the living room lights went out.
vine just outside the front door
Seemed the service was
so he could back in the truck to
inadequate. The electrician said
unload lumber. Suppose he'd
It could be made adequate for
Friday.
been unloading on a
Since Lew had given the
$300.
Still, you say, what is one
electrician carte blanche for the
trumpet vine, even a 25-year-old
$1,300 of new electrical work
trumpet vine, in a $26,000
installed, he won this round.

e)

SWEATER
SET 597
Fell fashion cardigan,
seven acrylic with full
fashion 12-gauge acrylic mock turtle pullover
slipon. Select from gold,
royal, dundee green.
Some sell for $12.95 but
Big K is celebrating with
values and this is one of
the good ones.

FREE

SHOT GUN SHELLS

This coupon entitles the
undersigned to 1 bee box
of Federal brand shotgun
shells with the purchase of
any men's leather work or
sport boots priced at $8 99
Or more Redeem at front
service register

Address

VALUE
FIELD LOADED PAPER SHELLS S2,17

Offer good through Sept. 27, 1969

).

....441‘

‘1•A

•

-.4.

(
*4

....

Men's 6" Boot
Oil Resistant

PULLOVER SWEATERS
Mock turtle neck, full fashion
100% Acrylic, assorted colors
S-M-L-XL

$11.99
Men's 8" Boot

Oalhie S,
PULLER
CARDIGANS

Mens' Long Sleeve

Insulated

$16.99
Insulated Pact

All colors and sizes

$1.88

$2.88

Boys' Wide Wale

$7.88

s

Good Selection of

2

Boys

Boys-$3.44

$3.66
...........

CORDUROY

COATS

COATS

Fully washable, rayon quilted'
lined with detachable hood.

Garageman s Oxford

Assorted colors, sizes 3-6x

Selected Leather Uppers

$2.66

-

$12.33

TH TOWELS
22)(44 Heavy Weight Shirred Prints,
Jacquards, Solids. In many colors.

LADIES'

SWEATERS
For
Only

BOXER
LONGIES

7\\W

SLACKS
Cotton tv.,11, plod fla nne l
lined
pinwale
ro,duroy
solid flannel hnecl
Also
available in Cotton/Nylon
t r•t ci, denim, pinv.ale
corduroy, cotton
den...,
and permanent press cord
uroy wititout lining S.v.t
to 8

;

One Size Skl.IPf ri Eng
lish Nylon for greater
stretch and better fit
Cinnamon,
—
Colors
Intrigue
Ileige
New
Shodow, Desert Sand
Tropicana

\
hand is about to make off with Karen Kastelic's cocktail at
the B. F'. Goodrich plant in. Akron. Ohio. The hose-like
fingers curl and grasp when pressurized with gas or fluid.
Goodrich says' a device like this could be made to lift, hold
or pull objects weighing several tons which indicates a
wide variety of commerf ial applir'7itions

Acrylic

Cardigan, Coble
Sires Small, Medium,
Come and help us celie•

large
brat* our Anniversary and "Top"
off any of your Fall or Winter
fashion ens•mbles

97

Other long sleeve Cardigans,
Short And Long Sleeve Pull-Dyers, All sizes and Colors From
$2.66 - .$7.66

Choose from many °Ow fashionable colors In sizes Petite, Med
Tall.

DOESN'T MIND W IT DOES A rubber-fingered experimental

ladies'

Stitch Trim

$1.44 $1.11

BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER
ACRES OF FREE PARKING
753-8777 MURRAY, KENTUCKY

9 A.M. To 9 P.M. WEEKDAYS
1:00 P.M. To 6 P.M. SUNDAYS

wis.-eztowetner

-4 -
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WE NEVER CLOSE
NEW STORE HOURS

OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY
1 DAYS A WEEK
WE DOZE BUT NEVER CLOSE.

FOR YOUR SHOPPING CONVENIENCE

BEL-AIR SHOPPM6 CENTER

Save Your Food Giant Cash
Register Tapes And
1% Cash Refund For Your
Favorite Church Or Charity.

We Reserve the Riaht to Limit.
U.S.D.A. INSPECTED

Ready To Go

WHOLE

FRYERS.

21c

Breast 59C
Legs 49C
Thighs 49C

FRYERS

loot
istant

3

ROUND STEAK
U.S.D.A. CHOICE

89FB

FAMILY PACK

!d

RIBS
FRYERS
SANDWICHES
FRYERS

CHUCK. ROAST
BACON
79C
BOLOGNA
49
SWISS STEAK
890
COUNTRY FRY STEAK L.. 88t
CREAM CORN
5 $1.00
3
CHILI
•00
TAMALES
oo
BEANS 8 'L°: $1.00
GRE
EN
BEA
NS
GL°:
$1.
00
TEX UN
POT PIES iAPEFIIIIIT JUICE 39C
00 FLOUR
59C
T.V. DINNERS
30t
PEACHES
19t
EGGS CANTALOUPES
39C
39c BANANAS
De
1-13•19C

JOHNSONS

LB. PKG.

CUT UP

L44

66

sn, Cobb
I Medium,
us celts•
mci 'Top"
or Winter

irdigans,
e Pull-

:olors From

LB.

8 BOTTLE CARTON

PEPSI COLAS

CARDINAL BRAND

Pac

Beef
Pork
Ham

Lb 98C
L.59
5/$1.00

U. S. D. A. CHOICE

English Cut

Boot

BAR.B.Q

LB

POINTER

LB.

All Flavors

GIANT SIZE

YELLOW Whole Kernel

BOLD

17 Oz.
Cans

With Beans

15 Oz. Cans
1
$

69c

DETERGENT

KELLYS

3 Lb. Box

PRIDE OF ILLINOIS

KELLYS

15 Oz.
Cans

Bottles

U.S. D. A. CHOICE

CE

59c

Ea.
With

°Fiji WEDGES 3 1L)1:- SUM

PRIDE OF ILLINOIS

GAL.

C

16 Oz. Bottles

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

15 oz. CANS

HOSTESS

9

Limit 2 Ctns.

)
l
i APIMST ?
4tuT

MORTON
Beef, Chicken & Turkey

Can

46 °z

MARTHA WHITE

SELF RISING

5 LB, BAG

For

KELLYS
.

S a het & Meatballs 315cc?rf
BUTTERNUT

•

BROWN N SERVE

ROLLS
19c

12 Ct. Pkg.

MORTON

Ea.

HYDE PARK

GRADE A SMALL

Twin Pac

49c

FRESH

LB.

JUMBOSIZE

Ea

DOZ.

F OGIN
POTAT
CHIPS

GOLDEN RIPE

Lb.

BLPEEACH
4
1 GAL.

29c

sj
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Ned Irish Elected
Tom's Cabin," Mrs. Stowe wro- and Daviess County have deter- but these plans are still in the
scale 30 years ago, Thursday
mined he won't be forgotten.
te, "A last instance parallel
was elected vice president of
making. At any rate, the end of
NEW YORK (UPI)-Ned
with that of Uncle Tom is to be The first step will be the erec- the story of Uncle Tom Is yet to
Madision Square Garden
the
college
introduced
who
Irish,
found in the published memoirs tion of a marker, provided by be told.
Corporation.
time
basketball here on a big
of the venerable Josiah Henson, the Kentucky Historical Society,
now, as I have said, a -lergy- on a new highway near Uncle
Tom's old home. This will take
man in Canada."
place sometime this fall when
In this book. Mrs. Stowe told the highway is completed.
the story of Josiah's birth in
Jack Thomson, curator
of
Maryland, his arrival in Ken- Uncle Tom's Cabin and Museum
tucky, the flatboat trip Miss Sue's in Canada, visited the Riley home
grandmother described, and the place in October of 1967, He exescape to Canada.
pressed the belief that Uncle
Tom would bring fu,rther fame to
Recognition of Josiah Henson the state where he once lived by
as Uncle Tom has come slowly providing Daviess County with
in his one-time home, Kentucky. an excellent tourist attractionBut the people of Owensboro
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Vanishing trade
UTRECHT, The Netherlands
(UPI) - While there ig now one
shoemaker available for 'every
3,000 Dutchmen, there will be
onl) one for every 5,000 before
long, trade circles predict. They
say the number of skilled shoemakers is steadily decreasing.
Moreover, more shoes are being
marketed to be thrown away
4: instead of having them repaired
when worn.

TIMES

We'll take
that back
seat!

KENTUCKY'S OWN UNCLE TOM sold, Isaac sent them to his
brother Amos in Kentucky. Josiah
Henson served on both farNearly everyone in Owensboro
knows "Miss Sue"or some mem- ms as an overseer, a position
ber of the Riley family, an old Miss Sue described as above
and respected family in Daviess even that of the house servants.
Miss Sue depicts Josiah as
County, Kentucky.
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
In Miss Sue's home there are somewhat of a "lady's man" and
running
says
for
his
real
spur
past,
reminders
of
the
many
llLD OULU Dann
including a staircase which came away came from the "other slaACROSS
5-Lets good
MO00 nouri
from an older house torn ckiwn ves because he got a little too
6-Printer's
OUGIONEINMO
41'
some of their 1 -At a distance
measure
around 1906, after Miss Sue's familiar with
7-Noise
5-Marries
marriage to Mr. Sam Hawes. womenfolk and they decided to 9-Bishopric
8-Cook SIOMy
9-Following flr,t
1.2 Fashion
The staircase, a graveyard on run him off."
10-God of lose
This is a little-known part of I 3-Leave out
M0 000 00@ OR
a rise behind the house, pictur14 Sea eagle
11 -Heraldry
since
beGIONMO UM0 OGO
story
which
has
a
15Dealer
grafted
es faded with time, a Ifellplepoint
16 Regard
MOW 000 OM
white desk made in England - come world-famous and which 17-Compass
20 Goal
18-Temporary bed
OUMO 00UUM
22 Pronoun
all these are relics of a time played a part in the history of 19-Actual being
ORU0)00361 MEW
23 Heavenly
21-Pronoun
Uncle
our
nation
of
the
story
in the history of Kentucky and
BOOM OMBO
body
23-Sugar coats
24-Watery part
27 Printers
of the South when black men Tom.
COMO MOO OEUR
of
milk
measure
Miss Sue and the other childserved as slaves.
25-College degree
28 Subject of
43 Afternoon perry 52 Cease
discourse
(abbr )
Miss Sue, now 83 years old, ren weren't permitted to read
Obstruct
26-Weaken
45 Symbol for iron 56 Mature
spent her childhood amid tales the book which, according to 29
Bespatter
30-More
insane
31
47 Prefix not
58 Small lump
32 War god
and remembrances of this time many critics, played a vital role 34 Diphthong
49 Church official
33-Prohibits
59 Sea eagle
35-Stitch
and of her ancestors who once In setting off the Civil War. Ha- 37-Equality
36 Pale
60 Inlet
50 Foray
rriet
novel,
Stowe's
Beecher
lived on the land as plantation
39 Sun god
38-Let go
51-Sicilian
63 A state
owners, ruling 80 to 100 slaves "Uncle Tom's Cabin", offended 40-Grain
41-Puffed up
volcano
labor )
42-Small rug
and nearly 10,000 acres of rich many Southern famWes even in 44-Put off
10 11
*Iiii: 9
8
3
A
Zi:: 5 1111 7
1
2
farmland. Her grandmother oft- Miss Sue's childhood because it 46-Chinese mile
VA
4V.!
•••_
en told her of one servant inpar- "downgraded everybody that had 48-Unwarranted
•-••••- 1 4
:•:•:, 13
159 Paper measure
44:4
ticular who was a "highly in- owned slaves."
ill
(a)
17
Yet
the
very
book
Miss
Sue
16
telligent, fine-looking "man.
53 Toward shelter
"This slave," says Miss Sue, was forbidden to read had its 54-Unit of Siamese
.
20
eGe:
21 hill
19
currency
"decided he wouldn't be a slave roots in the reality of the life 55-Symbol for
iieeit
26 VI27
23 Vil25
tantalum
anymore and was going ItS run and times of her great-grand:SA454
;LA.
.
1 AO NCO
father, one of whose servants 57 Bureau
-......31
away to Canada."
Are
28
compartment
was
Uncle
Tom
himself. Harriet
nWI
The story of Josiah Henson
61-Suffix: like
39
16 .4“
MP 37
35
has been in the Riley family his- Beecher Stowe used Josiah Hen- 62 Eyeclosely
Met
,
.•:.0
son
as
a
pattern
for
much
of
woman's
64-Hindu
tory for a long time. Miss Sue's
.
4** 4-4
45
garment
43 :::*::::.
great-grandfather, buried in the the character and history of the 65-Parent(COON )
49
•:.:.:.::::: EN 47 '44:4: 4.11
family graveyard, was the bro- fictional Uncle Tom.
66-Fruit
111111
.5!..6
'
e.=I
.!..!••• V
ther of Josiah's original owner, The discovery that Uncle Tom 67-Girl's noise
Isaac Riley, who lived in Mary- actually lived in Daviess County
DOWN
land. Isaac, according to Miss for several years came as a re.
57
land
Sue, get into financial trouble. sult of much research on the 1-Denish
K•:.:
63
division
part
of
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history buff. Mr. Potter began
digging into the story when a
member of his radio staff, Edith
Bennett, visited Uncle Tom's Cabin and Museum in Canada and
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your bank is behind you ready to help solve
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rreAwgetey? - No, It's a
strawberry-shaped ear of
popcorn developed at the
Missouri Farmers Association nursery near Marshall.
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MEDICAL CENTER
8:00 P.M. WED. SEPT. 24
PREMIERE WLAC-TVID5
C•5

THE MEDICAL
STUDENTS SHOUT
"CHANGE'"THE BOARD
SAYS"HOLD THE LINE."
WHO'S RIGHT?

WHOEVER
GIVES THE
PATIENT THE
BEST BREAK.
ALWAYS!

A young doctor, Chad Everett,and a hard-line
chief of staff, James Daly,face the generation
conflict in a university medical complex.

BEVERLY HILLBILUES
7:30 P.M. WED. SEPT.- 24
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Dr. David Orrahood of Owens-.
boro uncovered another clue in
an interview with Mrs. Sam Hawes (Miss Ste) and Col. Benjamin
Hawes, former Owensboro mayor. Mr. Potter put the pieces together and is now convinced that
the Josiah Henson who came to
the Riley farm in 1825 was the
real-life character Mrs. Stowe
immortalized as Uncle Tom. The
authoress herself compared the
two, pointing out at one time,
"The real history of Josiah Henson, in some points, goes even
beyond that of Uncle Tom in traits of heroic manhood."
Josiah Henson furnished many
of the details of his life in Kentucky in a book called "Father
Henson's Story." Miss Sue's grandmother told her of several
of the episodes Josiah relates
in his took. She described pow
Josiah traveled to Kentucky from
Maryland to become overseer of
the Riley farm. She told how he
ran away to Canada and became
somewhat of a great man, establishing the first vocational school
in Canada and leading his people
in their attempts at achieving and
maintaining their freedom.
One of the stories Miss Sue
remembers best is about Josiah's trip to New Orleans with
Amos Riley's son, Amos Jr.
Floating down on "flats" or barges, the party of master and several slaves ran into trouble when
malaria struck. Josiah believed
he was being taken to New Orleans to be sold but when his
master fell sick, be brought him
back to Kentucky by steamboat,
saying his life with his constant
care.
After an unsuccessful attempt
to buy his freedom, Josiah took
his family and fled to Canada.
He returned to Kentucky many
times to help other slaves escape
to freedom.
In 1839, Josiah established a
colony in Dawn, near the present
town of Dresden, in Ontario.
Here he formed the British-America.n Institute, preaching and
guiding his people in their struggle to adapt to their new-found
freedom.
Queen Victoria expressed a desire to meet the real-life-Uncle
Tom in 1876, so Josiah traveled
to England. The Queen presented
him with a gold watch and commented, "Mr, Her.son, I had expected to see a very old man
but I am delighted to see such
a well - preserved good-looking
man as you."
Living up to Miss Sue's description of him as a lady's
man, Josiah replied, "That's
what all the ladies say, Your
Majesty."
Harriet Beecher Stowe formally recognized Josiah's contribution to the creation of Uncle Tom in a book she published
in 1853, In "A Key to Uncle
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WE'RE READY..
WHERE'S THE
071-1Ek TEAM?
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by Charles M. Schulz

CHUCK
TO GET HIS OUTFIT T06ETHER,
AND BE HERE AT THREE „.

HERE COMLS A TEAM NOW-

,

8
9-24f

by Ernie Bushrniller

Nancy
LOOK
AT HER
DANCING
.TO THE
MUSIC

SHE MUST BE A)
VERY OLD r
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MAKES
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Abbie 'N Slats
PULL UP ALONG SIDE THE ROAD, YOUNG
MAN. I WANT A
WORD WITH you.

„/.7

MY
MR./a:XIS NOME
I AM THE GRANDSON
YOU RELATED TO
BUSIN ESS
OF THE FOUNDER OF
CARD.
THE COMPANY THAT
THE RoLLS HpycE
MADE THIS OLD CAR, COMPANY-AND TODAY
SIR??
I SAW A M/RACLE.•./

Lil' Abner

b Al Capp

------ Who's Who in Pork -----®

Fatback

by R. Van Buren

J.RoarinslhamFatbickl'King of' Pork':
„Born in Hammond,Indiana. Educated
at Sow Western University.
Merged his tiny FCC(Fatback:5 Chops and
Cut/ets)with I ESCoaoternationa/
Bacon)and became most prominent
figure in the world of Swine.
Resides on Pot*Ave , New York-and
summers at Newpork,Rhode Island.
His fire and sparkle have always

YOU'VE CORNERED
THE WORLD'S
SUPPL'i OF r
MANS!!
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Northside
Shopping
, Center
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Northside
Shopping
Center

SALE

THIS
REELFOOT

WE SELL ONLY U.S.D.A. CHOICE BEEF

SMOKED

ARMOUR STAR

PICNICS
WhoW

39c
.1iccd 43c Lb.

TOOTH
SCOPE
ST. JOSEPH ASPRINE Reg.98c
CONTACT
PASTE COLGATE

49C
WIENERS
CHUCK
1031.00
WAGON
BEE
MINUTE STEAKS 1031.00
12 Oz. Pkg.

STEAKS

Reg. 83c

Ours

Reg. $1.19

Ours

PICKLE PIMENTO LOAF
BOLOGNA OLIVE LOAF
LUNCHEON MEATS

69'
99c
73c

Jerry Bowden Presents The
G. E. Portable TV Given
Away Saturday, To: Diane
Herndon of Route 3, Murray.

29'
GINGER
KRAFT MUSTARD
2/23c
ORANGE DRINK TR''''IcAL.2/89c
9c
SO
ALE CANADA DRY 28 Oz. Battle
6 Oz. Jar

/89C
VELVEETA CHEESE
INSTANT COFFEE
La
2 bOX99t
2 Cz. Jat25t
NO STAMPS
NO GAMES
3/(1
FLOUR,,Bageo NO SP FORCED PURCHASES T
3/$1.00
Reg. $1.59

M. Schulz

Ours

Ours $129

KR Al-

?at

KRAFT

PARKAY

MAXWELL HOUSE

SCOTT DECORATED

JIM ADAMS IGA STORE POLICY

MARTHA WHITE

Bushrniller

12 OZ. Can

FT DRINKS IGA

JUST LOW PRICES !

JIM ADAMS IGA
is At All Hours,
Completely Staffed
With Courteous,

Van Buren

Friendly Employees,

KRAFTGRAPE
JELLY
49t

SALAD
DRESSING
y

Al Capp

4I

F RESH CRISP

Stalks290

T
IIIL PED

Giant Size 69C
IGA FROZEN

MARGARINE
3/S1.00
KRAFT

Ad Is Good For
One Complete Week
NOT Just A Big
Splash On The
Weekends.

MACARONI

ORANGE
DINNERS
9C JUICE can3/1"
541.00
7 Oz. Box

20

FRESH CRISP

RED TOKAY

CELERY
2

JIM ADAMS IGA

DRIVE

2 Lb. jar

MIRACLE WHIP

KRAFT

DETERGENT

GRAPES
19
LB.

RED OR YELLOW

CARROTS
1 Lb. Pkg. 100

APPLES
4 49C
LB. BAG

Store OPEN 24 Hours DAILY -- LOSED SUNDAY
Remember.. At JIM ADAMS MA It's the total on the tape that counts!
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ington, D. C. A percentage of the
NAKED CAME THE STRANGER J. Peter and Raymond Hill
THE ANDROMEDA STRAINPenelope Atilt
Louisville
THE KINGDOM AND THE
BEST SELLERS
Automobile Club's
Michael Crichton
THE GOODBYE LOOK POWER-Gay Taker
PORTNOY'S COMPLAINTmembers participated in the sur(um)
Ross Macdonald
THE MAKING OF THE PRESIPhilip Roth
eameneil by fniallabsaa Wieldy)
vey.
SI.AUG)TTERHOUSE-FIVE
DENT-Theodore H. White
THE PRETENDERSAs in Other years, a clear
moo.
BETWEEN PARENT AND.TEEN Kurt Vonnegut, Jr.
Gwen Davis
majority in the nationwide Poll THE
AGER-Dr. Haim G. Ginott
ADA OR ARDORGODFATHER-Mario Pew
JENNIE-Ralph G. Martin
listed "confusing or inadegiinle THE LOVE MACHINENosedies
Vladimir Nabokov
ERNEST HEMINGWAY-Carlos
EXCEPT FOR ME AND THEEclioniction signs" as annoying
lacquelinc Swann
Baker
THE PETER PRINCIPLE—Laurence
imam n West
therit most when travelog by
automobile. Sixty-six percent of
those surveyed bus repeated pleThe frustration of not being as for better techniques to be
organisations drugs most widely abused by quite sure where he is or where used in the designing and placing
Professional
concerned with public health in college students in Kentucky.4 tie will end up still is the num- of signs, signals and markings.
Kentucky have endorsed Legis- LSD was a distant fourth.
ber-one plight of motorists drivUnclean rest rooms, long in
The consensus was that drug ing U. S. highways.
Commission
Research
lative
the runner-up position in the
staff recommenciatioas that the use and abuse is increasing or
This was revealed in a recen- "complaints" category of AAA
State Board of Health be re- holding at the current level. tly completed American Auto- surveys, again finished that way
Few thought it was decreasing. mobile Association survey, and
organized.
as 53 percent expressed their
The study was ordered by is now being analyzed at AAA
Representatives of professiondistaste at the maintenance of
al groups agreed at a public the 1969 General Assembly, national headquarters in Wash- many of the roadside cohvenwhich
established
also
a
joint
hearing that the state board of
iences they have used.
Health sbouLd include broader subcommittee to investigate the should be trained in policing
Two other major highway annnarcotics,
traffic
use
of and
in
public representanion and that
drug abuse and colleges need oyances include
traffic congesmedical licensing should be hallucinogenic drugs and bari- to cooperate more with enforce
tion in urban areas, cited by 26
thansferred to a separate licen- turates on college campuses. ment agencies.
sing board composed of iihysic- Questionnaires were sent to
More field agents are needed percent of the respondents, and
ians. The groups disagreed, colleges and police departments in the state Division of Narcot- large trucks and buses, pinpointhowever, on just how the Board in collegetowns. Interviews were ics Control and a drug labora- ed by 31 percent of the highway
of Health should be constitut- conducted with drug control of- tory is needed in the Louisville travelers surveyed.
Many of the survey participanficials.
ed
area, they agreed.
Of 30 colleges sent questionJames T. Fleming, Director ts listed more than one annoyThe Kentucky Medical As5.
sociation called for a sweeping naires, 28 responded. The re- of LRC, said the subcommittees ance. Other "gripes" and their
,
reorganisation, proposing tied: port said 17 respondents said will study the proposals and frequency of mention:
Billboards on scenic highways,
—Membership of the state Less than one percent of their findings before making recomboard be enlarged to include student populations are involv- mendation to the 1970 General 25 percent; lack of services on
Hornet SST
freeways, 22 percent; very large
representatives of other health ed in drug abuse. The remain- Assembly.
ing
11 estimated from 1 per
Legislature's Interim house trailers, 22 percent; and
The
services and the public.
—A separate board of medi- cent to 30 per cent are involv- Committee on Judiciary is con- road conditions and the motoring
sidering legislation which wo- habits of other drivers, 12 percal licensure be established and ed.
Ten schools believe drug a- uld raise the pay of jurors in cent.
be financed by a physician's exbuse is increasing, two think the state's circuit Courts, the
aminatioo and license fees.
From $1,994 to $3,589'
—Health policies of the de- it is decreasing and 14 report. salaries of circuit court reporters and the fees of master compartments of Health and Men- ed no change from last year.
Police department estimates missioners.
tal Health be formulated by the
The committee recommended
state board. KMA suggested that varied, based on questionnaires
the board's power be limited to returned from 18 of 18 police Wednesday that juror pay be
policyouaing and should not ex- departments in college cities. raised, but did not propose a
The Hornet is the first car in America deDepending on just how rich you want to get.
tend to internal operations of Departments in six cues (where new level of pay. The Kensigned
to prove that the word small doesn't
See all of our 1970 cars including the luxu73
per
cent
of the 64,396 stu- tucky Judicial Conference has
either department.
automatically mean cheap.
rious Ambassador, the sporty Javelin and
—The state board, subject to dents attend college) gave esti- suggested an increase from the
It offers more unbridled luxury than any AMX,and Rebel—our intermediate that lists
mates
ranging
from
less
than
present
per
$5
day.
to
$10
Some
requirements of comprehensive
other car of its type.
for less than many compacts.
health planning, be given "gen- 1 per cent to 50 per cent of members of the committee sugBut it doesn't stop there.
eral policy-making power over student populations involved in gested $15 would be more reaI Based or rnan,lact,er s
pt
or Hornet? Co' seoan Fed.,.
drug
use and abuse.
"sc,00pc, State and rdc,
sonable. Cost to the state would
It offers you the luxury of spending more te,
all governmental health ser,taxes ,1 any. Jest
c her ges and opt
s e xc
2 Rased on cnanulariurerx soneslecl retad once tor Hornet SST 4 Dec. sedan,
Other
findings
include:
estimated
million
be
an
for
$1
vices" and be "vested vrih a
...on
power
steering,
power
,
g 304 4a Auln trans. power brakes and sleerdle. ad
1113634 ,n Co' tornra,
brakes,
individual
—Ten schools have had stu- each $5 increase.
/,
‘PP0PlPS. Pusm button redo ,dry root poled lass. 13/0 red kne Ides. Jenn .14
sole and exclusive power to
reclining seats, custom upholstery, a 304 cubic ,0
, v/S4brIlly .nsulafion and 15n1 scOuPS Ude scull
d'Helent,112 rr.TWT"'Tit pact.,,. deco
The Judiciary Committee dimake rules - and regulations in dents caught or arrested for usrnoidn'te, sponisleenrs *Neel bumper guards. 20 amp battery. Foderal Wes
inch V-8 engine, vinyl roof, air-conditioning ,
s03e0 Spate and WO U.K. If any desbnafion charges excluded
•
the various fieids of governmen- ing dangerous drugs during -the rected he LAC staff to study
and more.
and discuss with Court of 'Aptal health or health-related ac- poet yew. —stoiliaot at di schools were peals representatives a propostivity", except medical licenarrested for selling or dealing al to make uniform and more
sing.
—The independent status of in illegal traffic or dangerous realistic the %siss-ies of circuit
court reporters.
the Water and Air Pollution drugs in the past year.
The staff also was asked to
—Fourteen colleges him an
Control Commission., TuberculDWIGHT D.
osis Hospital Commissiond and educational program OD drOg a- prepare proposed legisaltion
which would set a minimum fee
the Commission for Handicap- buses.
—Fourteen college admini- schedule for master commisped Children be abolished and
the commissiona be made ad- strations felt out-of-state Eta- sioners, leaving the actual com- MaMiE'S CHOICE - This'
visory to the State Board of dents are "more likely" to be pensation to the discretion of stamp honoring the late
Health.
involved in drug abuse than in- circuit judges. A schedule of Dwight D. Eisenhower will
specific fees now exists.
KMA recommended that state state students.
toe issued in Abilene, Kan.,
Mayfield Hwy. 1/4 Mile From University
Any person wishing to submit
board membership include sePolice departments and narOct. 14. The photo was seinformation
or
opinions
on lected
ven physicians (one of vehoin cotics agents said that college
Jim Gregory, Salesman
by Mamie Eisenhower
would be a psychiatrist), one students should be educated to these matters may do so by
from.
among
thousands
made
dentist, one pharmacist, one the danger of drug abuse. They writing the LRC, Room 301,
by news photographers
veterinarian, one
registered else felt that casnious police State Capitol, Frankfort, 40601,
Fleming said.
nurse, one hospital administrator, one sanitary engineer and
two members from the general
public. The Commissioners of
Health and Mental Health would be non-voting members of
the board.
KMA also proposed that an
independent board of medical
licensure be composed of six ,
physicians and one osteopath.
The State Board of Health
now is made up of seven physicians, a dentist, an osteopath
and a pharmacist.
Dr. Sam Overstreet, Louisvale, president of the State
Board of Health, said the board is in complete accord with
the KMA proposals. The recommendations also have been sodomed by the Kentucky Dental
Association and the Kentucky
Pharmaceutical
Aasociation.
The KPA, however, recommended that an erapnded board include
more
representatives
from other fields and fewer
practicing physicians.
The Kentucky Osteoplartic
Medical Association took issue
with the KMA plan, especially
in the area of board membership. The KOMA wants to retain its representation on the
State Board of Health, as well
It's Charlie Brown and the Peanuts gang with funny things to say
as the medical licensure board.
about going to school.
Other professional organiza/
tions seeking representation on
They're bright, colorful .. . and lots of fun.
the board: Kentucky Nurses AsYou'll want all 15 Peanuts back-to-school cartoons.
sociation, Kentucky Society of
What a combination. Your favorite cartoon characters on
Professional Engineers, KenHart's. your favorite school-lunch bread.
Association,
KenHospital
tucky
tucky Optometric and Kentucky
Veterinary Medical Association.
The LRC staff recommends
tions were contained in a report on a study ordered by the
1968 General Assembly after
several bills had been intro
duced which would have added
to the membership of the board
of health.
In another LAC staff report
released last week, it was estimated that 4 or 5 per cent of
college students in Kentucky
are frequent users of drugs, but
the peubleni of drug abuse in
Kentucky colleges and universities is small when compared
411111
with that of schools on both
the East and West coasts.
The report noted that college
officials, local police departments and state and federal
narcotics control agencies differ in the estimated use of
drugs by students on college
campuses. However, it was genWhat this school
erally agreed that students from
needs Is a
out of state seem more likely
onj
to be involved in drug uses or
abuses than students from Kentucky.
Colleges and lolice departments also agreed that marijuana. amphetamines and bar.
bituates. in that order, are
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Confusion
Is Plight
Of Motorist

Starting today,
you can see our little rich car,
the Hornet,
and all our other cars for 1970.
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Come see us and the new American Motors cars today.
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15 different cartoons.Look for them on loaves of Hart's Bread.
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